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Date 01.12.2016

G.S.-01

 New model to forecast fog over airports:

* Fog is major problem in safe aviation so some

organization with airport authority has developed

forecast model

* This model can forecast in advance 24 hour that

ensure safe takeoff and landing in particular

airport

* Modern technology has been used and first tool

fitted at Indira Gandhi international airport Delhi

* Meteorological department will issue forecast

regarding it

* Basic chemistry of the fog revolve around

temperature, moisture and wind because fog is one

type of condensed cloud near surface

* Effect of the fog being seen maximum over

transport, agricultural and human health [aerosol,

ground level ozone]

 Western disturbance :

* Western disturbance so the normal weather

phenomena of the winter in which rain occurred in

North West frontier of the country

* Jet stream that flow west to east come in India with

the moisture from Caspian and Mediterranean seas

* this comes with light rain shower in plains of Punjab

and Haryana that is good for rabi crops like wheat

while it give snowfall in upper reaches of the mighty

Himalayas

* Western disturbance can be forecasted by the

increasing night temperature

 India’s missing girl children

*India sex ratio being worsened by time that

showing decreasing trend year by year

* Reason for this can be sited as wish to have son

means social form of the family, patri. Society,

girls as burden and violence towards girls,

agricultural society,

* Recent trend showing unique analysis as socially

upgraded Tamilnadu is on bottom line

* Government has taken step like Beti Bachao Beti

Padhao and Sukanya Sammruddhi etc.

* Policy has achieved little in real terms. Clearly,

there is a need to go beyond slogans and institute

tangible schemes. Enforcement of the law that

prohibits determination of the sex of the foetus

must go hand in hand with massive social

investments to protect both immediate and long-

term prospects of girls — in the form of cash

incentives through registration of births, a

continuum of health care, early educational

opportunities and social protection. Half-measures

cannot produce a dramatic reversal of the shameful

national record

G.S.-02

 SC makes national anthem mandatory in

cinema halls :

* In recent hearing about honorable use of the national

symbol Supreme Court ordered that every cinema

should play national anthem in cinema hall
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* In this Supreme Court also added that in the time of

the bogus nationalism we should show realistic honor

toward our motherland

* By this order young can have respect towards our

forgotten sacrifice and immediate needed nationalism

* Under article 51 [a] every citizen has fundamental

duty to respect national anthem

* Universalism is alright but Bharat is the epitome of

culture, knowledge

* This kind of order given in Maharashtra assembly to

chaste Bharat Mata was refused by some social group

* Respect toward nation is welfare of the security

forces who guard border with risk of life so supreme

court also have to take step toward welfare of that

section

 Writing a new Pakistan playbook

* The time has come for India to define the nature and

scope of its conflict with Pakistan. We should do so

before it defines us and perpetuates the India-Pakistan

‘hyphenation

* Indian foreign relation with the Pakistan revolve

around the Jammu and Kashmir

* Pakistan is not accepted by world community as a

terror state so showing off regarding that will be

harmful for India also

* India has to avoid copycat technique that followed in

Baluchistan mandate

* So now everybody want that India must change its

policy on Pakistan but how to do it is biggest humor

today

* Biggest cost of this turmoil being bear by the army

personnel of both side

G.S.-03

 Kerala freezes repayment of coop. Loans

till march 31

 State of economy

* Agricultural being performed well in comparison to

previous year due to good monsoon

* Manufacturing sector shrink due to shrinking in core

industry

* Core industry are the group of the basic industry that

share 38 percent in index of industrial production

* Core industry shrinking caused due to mining and

mineral showing negative growth while power

disconnect suffering from financial issue

 Turning turtle

* Olive ridley turtle being in the list of vulnerable

species found on east coast from Odisha to Tamilnadu

* recently Tamilnadu government banned fishing [5

nautical miles from coast] on the base of conservation

of the olive ridley turtle  so here first question raise
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regarding requirement of this harsh measure and

implementation of this policy

* by this rule interest of the small scale fishermen has

affected as they have no machinery to explore beyond

5 nautical mile but it rule exempted to small fisherman

up to 10 HP powerboat

Date 02.12.2016

G.S.-02

 We’re willing to wait for talks: Basit :

* India and Pakistan relation continuously worsening

and no chance of fresh deal or talk between countries

* Though heart of Asia summit is being scheduled in

India where there are chances of peace deal but biggest

question here arises is that what will be the innovative

solution by that sustainable solution can be made

 Patriotism by diktat :

* In recent order of the supreme court given order to

song national anthem at starting of show in every

theater of the country

* This move has following benefit

1. Patriotism

2. National feeling to more people at once as lots of

people gather

3. Cinema become not only medium of culture but also

channel of the nationalism

4. Recent situation as Jammu and JNU incident

5. Fundamental duty of the citizen under 51 [a]

* But this move will become dishonor to national

anthem if citizen don’t want it or otherwise it will

become imposed rule

* Patriotism or nationalism is free will not imposed rule

 Democracy, direct to home :

*Recently the importance of the leader overburdening

on party so Modi becoming the populist leader in the

theory of the political science

* When any leader become populist then degree of the

democracy decreasing because any decision by the

leader will be welcomed by the people on the name of

that leader without rationale thinking

* Notably, democracy is not only about a party that has

won the largest number of seats taking over state

power. It is about protecting the basic rights of all

individuals, and, in particular, the rights of vulnerable

minorities against depredations of majorities. This is

secured through the establishment of procedures and

institutions. That is why democratic governance is

complex, time consuming, and demanding. Each

proposal has to go through several stages of scrutiny,

including debates in the public sphere on the virtues or

otherwise of the proposition on offer, before it is

transformed into law

* The problem is that populist leaders show scant

respect for the give and take of arguments during

processes of decision-making.

* In democracy every citizen has right to criticize or

make value of the every policy of the government but

when decision taken by the populist leader then faith of

the leader restraint this creativity.

G.S.-03

 Note ban relief partly withdrawn
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 First private moon mission next year

* after the successful mission by the ISRO in 2008 as

chandrayaan-1 now ISRO want to send chandrayaan-2

but before that one private firm announced to launch

mission by end of 2017 i.e. 28 December 2, 2017

* Private firm team Indus based on Bengaluru working

on launching mission with the help of the PSLV

* Mission will lend at Mare Imbrium, a region in the

northwestern hemisphere of the moon.

* If this project will launch successfully then this

corporation will win lunar prize by google

* This project funded by the flipkart, Tata and Infosys

 Contours of a challenge

* judiciary has been filled with the cases regarding

practice of the demonetization so one hand government

stopping new appointment in judiciary and another

taking bold step that make judiciary over-burden

* Government have no say in the legal status of the

currency note as note being signed by central bank

* Separation of powers exists to “strengthen freedom

and prevent the concentration of power in the hands of

one governmental actor in a manner likely to harm the

freedom of the individual”.

* So first of all government adopt the practice of the

demonetization without formal legislation and more

than 20 time amendment to this order has been made

 HIV: the self-test option

* According to who 40 percent of the people doesn’t

know whether they are infected with HIV or not

* There are two reason for the lack of diagnostic of the

dieses

1. Social constraint

2. Lack of awareness

* For solution of this problem India has stated

community checkup center and free test initiative

* Though some cases left out so who come with

innovative idea of the self-test

*The WHO approved oraquick HIV self-testing is

based on HIV antibodies present in oral and blood

samples. The test can detect antibodies developed

within three months of getting infected. It is a screening

test, and a positive result should be reconfirmed though

a blood-based test
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* the oraquick self-testing makes diagnosis easier and

faster, besides ensuring privacy and confidentiality,

thus encouraging more people to get tested

G.S.-04

 Lack of the health system led to entropy of

the society – case study of Sierra Leone :

*Sierra Leone is being least developed country in the

world

* This become reason for the vulnerability of the health

issue

* When Ebola break lot of people infected

* People die due to epidemics

* Social function paralyzed as death of family member

like orphan or dependent or vulnerable section of

society fill more problem

* Again scarce economic resources make orphan youth

more insecure and they start desi liquor

* Again poverty overwhelming situation

* So this cycle making country more poor and poor

* What to do know?

1. Developed countries should take responsibility

2. WHO, UNDP, UNICEF like institute have to play

major role in surviving in nation

3. Big MNC has to take step in this regard

* What India has to learn from this experience is that

they have to increase expenditure in health for both

way prevention and cure

Date 03.12.2016

G.S.-01

 When Yamuna changed the course of their

lives :

* Yamuna being most populated and polluted river of

India changing their way that creating problem for

economy as well as environment

* River has lifecycle that can be broadly divided in

three part i.e.

1. Youth stage- v shape valley, river now in mountain

or upper area high vertical and horizontal weathering

2. Mature stage- river come into plain depositing

weathering material, crating meander and Exbow Lake,

here you found khaddar, bhangar, and bhabara and terai

region

3. Old stage – here river is in the last stage and near the

ocean so start depositing remaining silt and create delta

region

* Why river change their course

* Impact of the river course changing
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G.S.-02

 EC must consider state funding of polls:

Nirmala :

*issue in the news because black money and corruption

lastly go to political funding

* when party are elected by getting fund from person

who have accumulated black money then this cycle

goes on

* Political party also refuse to adopt RTI for funding

and other administration

* Now government thinking to do something about it

so below are the step that can be taken

1. Parties to under RTI shadow

2. For honest funding not 20000 limit

3. Party have to declare its balance sheet

4. Comptroller and auditor general to be audit account

* So above step can be taken if people have interest and

politician have wish to do that.

 Modi, Ghani to discuss terror, Defence :

*India and Afghanistan relation now getting

momentum after normal situation return in Afghanistan

* India had helped Afghanistan to build parliament

house and dam that is called Salama dam or India-

Afghanistan friendship dam

* India’s interest are as below

1. Market in Afghanistan

2. Strategic position of the Afghanistan in central Asia

3. India important project of trade and energy security

such as TAPI and Chabahar port plan

4. Defence deal

* But major problem of this tie are Pakistan as road

block in trade and terror group that disturbing normalcy

in Afghanistan, financing, political instability, etc.

G.S.-03

 Concerns of co-op banks appear genuine:

SC :

* After demonetization cooperative banks have been

kept outside of the purview or the exchange power by

RBI

* Many organization have filed petition to court for

breaching provision of the constitution like right to

form cooperative under article 19.

* Government given below stated reason for this kind

of the exercise

1. Lack of professionalization

2. Lack of automated technology

3. Lack of core banking solution

4. Lack of KYC norms

5. Political owned

* So it is risky to give him power but central

government surely can take step like limited

transaction for farmer, give ATM cum debit card to this

bank, and make minimum political interference by

changing management norms
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DATE 04.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Pre-historic camping site found in Ladakh

* Archeologist found remains of the charcoal and

bone at the site excavation Ladakh near nubra valley

* This site may have been earliest so charcoal send to

US for dating [also called carbon dating using C14]

* This site may have been used as camp for traveler as

per primary estimate

* Why in Himalayan region we can’t found historical

evidences though being the place of the conjunction

between India and Asia

1. Excavation problem due to extreme weather

2. Site not suitable for the residence due to terrain

3. Continuous geological activity

G.S.-02

 Choosing hospital over home :

* India now getting result of the Janani Suraksha

Yojana in form of increasing institutional delivery

* Janani Suraksha Yojana is pilot project of

government to stop maternal and infant mortality ratio

started in 2004

* After 10 year this scheme showing 15 percent

increase in the institutional delivery

* Problem of small institutional delivery

1. Lack of awareness regarding health issue

2. Lack of state expenditure

3. Out of pocket expenditure

4. Poverty

5. Access to hospital

6. Traditional delivery belief

*So Janani Suraksha Yojana have played well in

women and child welfare though this scheme need

more finance, skilled functionary and wide inclusion

G.S.-03

 Don’t touch money in Jan Dhan accounts:

PM :

* After demonetization PM now worrying about his

pilot project Jan Dhan Yojana being used as money

transfer formula

* How to solve this kind of the problem

1. Limited withdrawal from account

2. Asses revenue sources of the depositor

3. Poverty score [BPL score] should be linked with

bank so fake BPL card holder can be defined

4. Mandatory pan card and KYC norms

5. Acknowledging people about misusing of their

account

* So above step can be taken for better Jhan Dhan

management

 Set up State Food Commissions at the

earliest: SC

* Under food security act it is mandatory to set up

state food commission for the assessment of the act

implementation

* 67% of Indian population covered. State

Governments have to identify the households in such

manner that 75% rural + 50% urban population
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covered. States can use data from socioeconomic and

caste census (SECC).

Limitation of NFSA:

(List not exhaustive)

High fiscal burden subsidy cost above 1.25 lakh crore

rupees per year. (Budget 2014 allotted 1.15 lakh

crores, out of that, 88000 crore especially for Food

security act.) Government will have to keep large

stock of food grains but FCI storage capacity

insufficient.

If so much food grains kept out of open market (and

under FCI godowns) => food inflation, middle class

will suffer.

Government may have to import food grain during

drought years => additional current account

deficit.(CAD)

An Adult needs ~14kg food grain. While NFSA gives

only 5 kg per person to Priority household’s cruel

joke and marketing gimmick.

Focusing only cereal. What about pulses (to give

protein), edible oil (to give fat), fruits, vegetables (for

vitamin) and milk to combat malnutrition?

Malnutrition has its connections with lack of

sanitation and medical facilities in rural areas. NFSA

alone insufficient.

Parliamentary standing Committee has recommended

GPS tracking of trucks, CCTVS in godowns to

prevent diversion. But this are not implemented.

Identifying households eligible for this scheme = big

challenge

Section 44 of the act: During natural calamity and

wars Union and state govt. Will not be responsible for

no supply of foods.

Stopping “institutional” corruption in state PDS

machinery = mission impossible #6.

Modi decided to shut down planning commission

because the “renovation Cost” was too high. Same is

the problem with this entire PDS system it needs to be

shut down, Government should simply give food

stamp / DBT to poor’s, let’em buy whatever food they

want from open market. These “beneficiaries /

entitlements/ maibapraj” must end.

Economic survey: it doesn’t openly say that NFSA is

Bogus, but recommends “food stamps” be given to

poor’s because “(free) market economies” use that

mechanism.

 How Sri Lanka won the malaria war

*Sri- Lanka most affected with malaria and being

tropical country manage win war against malaria and

declared as malaria free country by WHO

* India being most affected by malaria following

lesson can be learn from the Sri-lanka success

1. Not only control because it will reintroduce so

eradication is better
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2. More and more state funding in public health led to

minimization of the out of pocket expenditure

3. Sir-lanka learned lesson from past epidemic

 Still from demonetization :

DATE 05.12.2016

G.S.-02

 Centre shifts gears to promote organ

donation :

* Organ transplant ratio in India is very low due to

1. Lack of technology

2. Lack of awareness in people or misbelieve

3. Lack of policy in government

* So now government proposed amendment in organ

transplant policy in which when any person apply for

the vehicle license they can opt for transplant
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G.S.-03

 At Amritsar, Pak. Cornered on terror :

* At Amritsar heart of Asia summit being organized

in which major issue was terrorism

* India and Afghanistan comes with sharp critic to

Pakistan about state funding and backing terrorism

* India and Afghanistan now coming towards each

other what is benefit for India

1. Human resource

2. Market for make in India

3. Strategic position

4. India’s project such as Chabahar and TAPI

5. Energy source

6. Agricultural product raw material source

* Biggest roadblock between them is the Pakistan

policy otherwise road transport make more vibrant

between two country

 Amur falcons pay a surprise visit

A Migratory bird from Russia.

Every year, in October, they arrive in northeast India

from Siberia en route to their final destination

— Africa.

During their flight, they stop the jungles of Nagaland

for a while, for food and rest.

Why in News? Because some environment activists

found that 120,000 to 140,000 birds are being

slaughtered in Nagaland every year during their

passage through the state, and sold for their meat

@local markets.

They’ve requested Environment Ministry to take

action.

India, is a signatory to the Convention on Migratory

Species (CMS), therefore it is Government’s

responsibility to provide safe passage to all migratory

birds, turtles etc.

 Army going great guns with deal for U.S.

howitzers

* India deal with US regarding exchange of the gun

which will modernize our army

* but reality is that India not need import but make

one at home that has both importance of economy as

well as strategic position with army sovereignty
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 Sagarmala could deepen India’s trade and

investment ties with China

* What is Project Sagarmala?

China’s String of Pearls = aims to surround India by

developing ports in neighbor countries and possible

convert them in military base at later stage.

But Project Sagarmala only aims to improve India’s

maritime infrastructure by modernizing existing major

and minor ports of India and setting up new ports.

In 2003, then PM Vajpayee proposed Project

Sagarmala with following features:

Setup Sagarmala Development Authority (Similar to

National highway authority of India) will get money

via Maritime development cess. (5 paise per kg on

cargo) Will improve ports, shipping industry, inland

water transport, coastal shipping.

PPP and FDI to gather more investment.

Two Initiatives by NDA Government

Project Sethusamudram:

To link Palk Bay with Gulf of Mannar and facilitate

maritime trade through it Project Sagarmala

to modernize minor and major ports of India; + Setup

new ports. ($22 billion USD)

2004: UPA comes in power, hence Sagarmala project

shelved. Anyways, BJP no BJP; Sagarmala No

Sagarmala but the fact is India’s port infrastructure is

in bad shape and needs urgent upgrades.

Now china proposed India to merge maritime silk

route and Sagarmala project for mutual benefit

 Flood management in urban area

* Why urban area are more prone to flood

1. Unplanned construction

2. Traditional sewage management

3. Lack of general awareness

4. RCC construction that avoid water absorption

5. Climate change and frequency of weather event due

to urban heat island

* So above are the cause of these problem and now

let’s what should be solution

1. Smart city planning

2. More accurate and implementable monsoon plan

3. Disaster management to urban local body level

4. Managing river course and special flood

Management Corporation

* So in disaster management we should not have to do

only manage, relief, rehabilitation. But also,

prediction, prevention and protection should be done

similarly

G.S.-04

 A road map for the CBI

*CBI is institution of source of the justice in the

country because its decision decide fate of the

justice in the country

* So CBI need person with extra integrity for the

work to be done with non-partition ship

* The investigative agency must proceed against

its own erring oicers and liberate itself from red-

Tapism

* CBI is now becoming the black hole that

nothing going out of it that going in means lack

work culture for efficient management

* The CBI is not really popular among the youth

who are looking for Central government

employment through the Union Public Service

Commission examination route, other than those

appearing for the All India Services, including the

Indian Police Service.
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DATE 06.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Horse racing not animal cruelty: SC

* In recent judgement Supreme Court has adopted

principle in which what practice include animal cruelty

has been defined clearly

* In this judgement cruelty decide on the basis of how

harmful the practice for animal

* So horse racing is not cruelty but Jallikattu is there

because it involve reward to winner with intentional

injury to the person so Supreme Court also banned it

* For more detail on Jallikattu refer old note

G.S.-02

 OPS is Chief Minister for the third time

* OPS has been made new CM of the Tamilnadu as seat

vacant due to death due to Ms. Jayalalithaa

* according to rule when CM death or unable to

manage then senior leader of party adopt seat

* on  the other hand this will be injustice because

people will was with existing CM not new one but in

India party play major role then person

* Role of the party degrading as populist leader that are

harmful for the democracy because

1. Autocratic rule of leader

2. Irrational faith in leader

 Proposal to amend law for cashless wage

payments :

* now payment of the wages being made on the basis

of payment of wages act 1936 which provision

regarding cash transfer

* But after demonetization and adopting digital

economy standard government want to amend this

provision to transfer digital payment mode

* Digital payment has below stated benefit

1. Minimum wage to be paid

2. Informal job creation have formal record

3. Taxation and revenue calculation of the firm

improve

4. Cashless economy

* This move has some drawback also that is

1. Lack of digital literacy in unskilled worker

2. This account also can be used for money convertor

from black to white

3. Access to bank

4. Banking procedure that consume human hour

5. Cyber security of hard earned money

* So if government have to take any step toward

cashless economy then it should be gradual and people

awareness campaign should be implemented

 The heart of the problem

* Heart of Asia summit has been organized in India for

the better regional cooperation

* In this summit India and Afghanistan show greater

concern about state backing to the terrorism

* This is not time to blame or outlined Pakistan because

mutual understanding will lead to greater prosperity of

nation
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* So other country of world having moral responsibility

have to be mediate to solve this problem because both

nation not ready to initiate process

 Comparing apples and oranges :

* In India higher education institute with premier

financial aid from the government also failed to

perform well in world ranking

* What is the problem of the this institution

1. Not awareness regarding public funding

2. Government policy paralysis

3. Brain drain

4. Institutional dilemma of leadership

5. Seat intake limited

* So from the above discussion we can say that India

need quality in education not solely quantity

G.S.-03

 IAF begins aerial surveillance in

Sabarimala :

* Sabrimala is among the biggest shrine in India

located in Periyar tiger reserve in Kerala

* Sabrimala is famous for its women entry ban and

annual festival in which thousands of people gather

there

* Recently Indian air force has practiced Arial

surveillance of the site for security and disaster

management perspective

* This surveillance s being done with the help of the

unmanned aerial vehicle popularly known as drone

 New chapter on demonetization in

economic survey :

* With respect to effect of the demonetization ministry

take initiative to include this chapter

* So don’t worry more about it because economic

survey ill present clear and perfect scenario of this

move

* In addition MRUNAL SIR will give us clear

understanding about it.

 The nowhere people :

* Problem due to environment disaster more affected

vulnerable section that is old [asthma], child [cardiac

dieses], rural [employment, dieses]

* Displacement in rural area due to draught and flood

related problem and this also lead to policy paralysis in

disaster policy because of the intention of government

and lack of responsibility

* United nation refugee convention also grant refugee

status to the people who affected with environment

problem

* Provision regarding this also made in Paris agreement

but it’s not mandatory and clear in all sphere

* Problem of the environment refuge

1. Lack of entitlement

2. Lack of government policy as most of this are not

under government policy target

3. Lack of technology that can make adaptation
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DATE 07.12.2016

G.S.-02

 Chaos will ensue if BCCI bosses are

removed’

* cricket is medium of the  creativity not money but

what is now going situation is likely to corrupt whole

practice by politicization

* After great conspiracy found in the IPL supreme

court nominate committee to good governance of the

cricket affairs

* What is problem of the BCCI?

1. Appointment problem

2. Responsibility

3. Organization structure

4. Political interference

G.S.-03

 Fog fighting

* Fog fighting practice behind done to minimize loss

due to fog

* the basic chemistry of fog is one kind of high

humidity cloud near to surface if pollution matter

mixed with it then it will become SMOG

* Effect of fog

1. On transportation as all means [air, rail, road]

affected

2. Health problem

3. Environment problem due to lack of the sunlight
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4. Tree cannot breathe fully so oxygen supply decrease

5. on other hand pollutant level increase due to

suffocative environment

* So for better management this incident should be

included in disaster management definition

* IMD now developing new accurate fog forecasting

technique that can help in better air traffic management

 Banks to bear liability in case of online

security breach

* Recently after demonetization practice cash crunch

has affected country so government try to adopt digital

economy for all transaction

* But major problem of this techniques are as follows

1. Access to banking system [financial inclusion]

2. Digital literacy

3. Cyber security

4. Nature of Indian economy as being informal

* So RBI issued new notification in which stated that

if any kind of data breach will occur then complete

responsibility will be bear by the bank

G.S.-04

 A lesson from the life of the great leader,

reformer and administrator

*Jayalalithaa was being the symbol of the populist

leader with emotion attached to people

* She stood as committed leader and model of the

women in democracy who shape state economic

progress and social development

* She attract global attention over initiative like Amma

canteen that work on food security and nutritional issue

DATE 08.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Jallikattu: Give us a second chance, T.N.,

Centre urge SC

 In recent hearing Supreme Court stated

sentences of the Pluto stated “As human

beings, it is possible for us to conduct

our action away from durachara [bad

practice] ... Once pain and suffering was

inflicted on animals but human behavior

can be changed, modulated. You cannot

take away an opportunity for us to

change.

G.S.-02

 Three years after the Koushal judgment

* This judgment given in the matter of the right of the

LGBT community but that award given under NAZ

foundation v/s Koushal
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* In this case Supreme Court stated that LGBT

community should be given right as per transgender

for public service

* But Delhi high court award stated that LGBT status

is illegal under section 377 of the Indian penal code

* What is the issue with transgender in India?

1. Social structure and cultural norm

2. Isolation and social exclusion

3. No legal support

4. Criminal act as per IPC

5. Human trade and molestation or emotional

blackmail [cases will be increase as adverse sex ration

condition persist]

* Above given problem but this is not good to solve

this and give legal status to them in India because that

will create chaos in society as Indian society have

some unique value and feature then other western idea

 Why are States speaking the language of

liquor vendors, asks SC :

* Supreme Court order state that they should take step

toward ban on liquor

* What is problem in ban?

1. Decrease state revenue

2. Political problem as liquor lobby supporting state

government

3. Populist government will fall as ban

4. No good governance in police

5. Everyone has benefit from this supply chain so

everyone is happy with it

* Recently Bihar, Gujarat, and Mizoram has ban

alcohol and other state should take step because

1. Social security as violence against women

2. Road accident

3. Dieses and death

4.  Mal practices in politics

* So, if government cannot ban it then should adopt

social transformation that can stop this problem

G.S.-03

 Demonetization drive

* Rural economy affected hardly because

1. Access to bank

2. Lack of banking knowledge

3. Access to account

4. Mostly connected with cooperative bank that are

outside of process

5. Kharif crop market shutdown

6. Purchasing of the seed for Rabi crop

7. Daily wagers affected as slowdown in economy

* Effect on central bank

1. Exchange process and maintain volatility in

economy

2. Manage banking system in the time of blackout

3. Try to declare ideal monetary policy that reduce

risk of the more volatility

* After demonetization RBI try to watch and wait and

avoid any volatility by adopting hold on interest rate
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* When interest rate down by RBI then rupee will

become cheap and affect international trade

* farmer affected because footloose crop like

sugarcane have to sale speedily but due to cash crunch

they can’t get reward at time so they cannot invest

more money in farm as they get their money in parts

because of limit of the withdrawal

 Demonetisation is for the long run

* Capitalism with equal rule and clean government

led to transformation of the India

* After four decade socialism Indian transform into

capitalism by reform in 1991

* But when government fail to implement law or

policy paralysis that lead to crony capitalism in the

economy

* Government have find out crony capitalism

drawback and find out the best way to adopt game of

rule

* Other benefit of this scheme will enable government

to identify honest tax payer and solve twin balance

sheet issue at same time

* Every government of the world committed to bring

good governance but it can only be taken by the

transparency

* Technology led transparency also assure equality

and responsibility

* It is said that the quality of India’s democracy is

what give it an edge over authoritarian China. That

will hold true if democracy delivers a rules-based

capitalism and efficient government. It is a tortuous

path but few nations in history have got there easily

* It is easy to be cynical and say that demonetisation

will not alter the behavior of the crooked. It may not

change everyone but it will nudge a certain number in

the right direction — to pay taxes, to transact without

cash. More importantly, demonetisation will rebuild

the faith of a disenchanted people in staying invested

in a system that is rotten but that can still become

fairer for

all. The crooks don’t have the keys to power and

influence in perpetuity. That’s an important message

as India aspires to a prosperity for all

 ISRO launching
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DATE 09.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Triple talaq is cruel, demeaning, says HC :

 Triple talaq is the Islamic tradition in which

male partner can give divorce to his wife by

just uttering talaq thrice

 Supreme court has given this tradition as

cruel toward the women  and violence of the

constitution right of the equality

 But Islamic traditionalist argued that it is

breach of its constitutional minority right

 But in the definition of this provision court

invented the concept of the basic structure of

the religion means which tradition of the

religion are must.

 Now what government can do

1. Follow UCC [art.44 of cons.]

2. Spread education in islam

3. Make police system more efficient

4. Rehabilitation of talaq effected women

 ‘Declare India country with FGM

prevalence :

 The World Health Organization defines FGM

or Female Circumcision as all procedures that

involve partial or total removal of the external

female genitalia, or other injury to the female

genital organs for non-medical reasons.

Termed khatna or khafz in India, it is

commonly practiced among the two million

strong Dawoodi Bohra community

 This practice are one kind of the violence

toward women so it will be stopped as soon as

possible  and group of women also

approaching UN as local government failed to

take step on the base of religious practices

G.S.-02

 Are MLA delegates or trustees?

 Anti-defection law has been made in India in

1985 to make leader more honest

 In this law provision has been made for

suspension of membership in following

situation

1. Joining other political party

2. Avoiding party whip

3. If nominated member join after 6 month

 But this provision will not implement if

2/3 member of the party joint it

 Final decision in the matter of the

defecation should be made by the

chairman of the house

 This part has been added as 10 schedule

of the constitution

 India, U.S. talk defense partnership :

 US has designated India as major defense

partner

 Under this designation  two agreement signed

LEMOA and DTII

 Under this designation India will get

technology  and Defence transfer benefit

G.S.-03

 Centre unveils discounts to fuel switch to

digital mode :

 After demonetization there are cash crunch in

the  country that has hold economy

 Problem occur because less money > less

demand> less production > less employment

> again less income

 To avoid this vicious cycle  central

government has adopted way of digital

payment system that has below benefit

1. No parallel economy

2. Black money cannot create
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3. More transparency led to good

governance

4. More digital economy end corruption

demand and illegal money gathering

 In this scheme central government has given

some tax benefit without legislation that is

unconstitutional

 A more muscular rice variety takes on wheat

 Why government incentivize rice research >

poor rice led to poor nutrition> malnutrition >

no optimal use of capacity > no economic

development  > led to poverty

 Biggest step toward this is the development of

the golden rice  that are rich with vitamin A

 But major problem of this rice are as follow

1. Economic cost of seed

2. More quantity to eat

3. Hard digestion

4. No technology available to good harvesting

5. People are not accepting on the base of GM

crop that affect their health

 Curbs on vehicle traffic through tiger

reserve go :

 Vehicle disturbance In protected area led to

disturbance to animal to stop it provision has

been made under Cop 13 cancum

 The gaur or Indian bison now only can be

found in Telangana in kawal protected area

which greatly affected by highway and if this

trend continue then animal will become

extinct

 How to stop it.

1. Efficient environmental impact assessment

2. Protection area governance should give

adequate power

3. Stop poaching through international

cooperation

4. Promote man animal biodiversity cooperation

5. Better management of the man animal conflict

 Making of a mammoth tragedy

 Manmoan daa written good article on

demonetization but not mention here because

I have already given sufficient maal in

previous note and this article have political

shadow also showing HUM KAYUN AISA

NA KAR PAYE?? HAHAHA

 Accounting for natural capital

 Biodiversity means the variability among

living organisms from all sources including

terrestrial, marine and other

aquatic ecosystems. The diversity includes

variability within species (genetic diversity)

as well as between species (species diversity)

and ecosystems (ecosystem diversity]

 It provides services such as water purification

and supply, waste assimilation and the

cleaning of air and water, regulation of pests

and diseases, and soil nutrient cycling and

fertility. Biodiversity helps mitigate

unpredictable global changes and natural

disasters. A rich biodiversity is the basis for

good health, food security, economic growth,

livelihood security and moderation of climatic

conditions. The annual contribution of

biodiversity to the world is put at $33 trillion.

 India, one of the 17 mega-diverse countries, is

rich in biodiversity and its associated

traditional knowledge systems which have

been gathered from times immemorial. Due to

its sheer size, range of topography, altitude

and climate, India exhibits a rich variety of

ecosystems such as forests, grasslands,
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deserts, wetlands, mangroves and coral reefs.

These provide basic needs such as food, fiber,

medicine, fodder, fuel wood and timber

 Economic sectors such as agriculture,

fisheries, forestry, health, nutrition, water

supply, energy, trade, industry, transport and

tourism depend on biodiversity and impact

biodiversity

 It is clear that to achieve many national and

international biodiversity goals such as the

National Biodiversity Strategies and Action

Plans and the Aichi Biodiversity Targets, as

well as meet CBD objectives, biodiversity

integration into developmental sectors is a

prerequisite. After understanding its

relationship with biodiversity, each sector

should come up with appropriate mechanisms

for conservation and sustainable biodiversity

use. The active involvement of Central/ State

Ministries and Departments is needed.

Further, research institutions need to chip in

and come up with appropriate management

strategies, with budget options. Public and

private entrepreneurs and entities as well as

the public need to come forward to

mainstream biodiversity

DATE 10.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Disabled children miss out due to lack of

support services: Report

 As per recent report most of the disable  not

joining school because lack of the basic

facilities

 Following are the problem to access to the

school

1. Transport not avail

2. Lack of acceptance  among main stream

3. Not special facility of adaptation like staircase

4. Economic power

5. Have potential in them but guardian think that

sending them to school will invite other

problem

 So recent government taking step toward

attitudinal change of the people that can bring

change in life of the DIVYANG

G.S.-02

 Keep your promise on cash withdrawal

limit, SC tells govt.
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 Judiciary has started to working in the case of

demonetization practices before examining

this we should ask why this to be happening

reason is as follows

1. Legislative creating law with inefficient

provision or it is misunderstood as multiple

meaning can be taken

2. Executive totally party or person related and

always try to overweight legislative

3. So from this game between two organ now

judiciary has adopted judicial over-action =

judicial activism

 Digital payment have two tale benefit as on

one hand it increase government tax revenue

as more transaction are under government

purview on the other hand when we are

paying online to give bill or invoice is

mandatory  so consumer right also can be

protected

 Supreme court has asked this above question

to government regarding case of the

demonetization that have to be answered

 HC restores publishers’ copyright suit

 In recent judgment high court of the Delhi has

given order that photocopy is not violation of

copyright as this spread knowledge and

creativity between people

 In this judgment below provision of the

constitution considered

1. Fundamental right of the publishing and

education both

2. Legal right of the photocopy

 In this judgment  amendment court says that

photocopy has to maintain record of the

course of the material that are being

photocopied

 How this judgment is important

1. Economic less burden to poor student

2. Availability of the books
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3. Right to education

4. Access to book as most book not avail

5. What if student needed only few chapter

 A doctrine of unpredictability

 Indian foreign policy always being the matter

of political affairs and not any strategic view

 Every government has its own dialogue and

partnership technique like Jawaharlal have

non alignment then VP Singh have

globalization

 IK Gujarat have neighbor first policy on the

one extreme but on the other Modi have

SAARC minus Pakistan policy

 But basic principle behind this policy is

domestic good and self-satisfaction intention

 Recent relation with the Pakistan say the story

of the unpredictability of the relation

 We are affecting others interest in foreign

platform that called “madman” theory like we

are affecting Indus water treaty and

Baluchistan issue but it’s not only problem of

the India as Donald trump also calling Taiwan

president

G.S.-03

 Experts call proposed landfill on Yamuna

riverbank ‘preposterous :

 Yamuna one of the biggest  subsidiary river of

the ganga  that flowed through

UK,HP,UP,DELHI,HR

 Yamuna is being most pollution affected

because

1. Industrial zone on bank like Noida, Gurugram

2. Major city on the bank

3. Agricultural pollution from most intensive

agricultural area [ chemical fertilizer ]

 Landfill means to buried municipal waste in

land

 Above problem only can be solved by the

better public policy, public participation,

polluter pay principle etc.

 Industrial output shrinks 1.9% as

manufacturing contracts

 Basic fund of the IIP as it is major component

of the industrial growth rating

Weight: Mfg. >> Mining >> Electricity

sector           weight        items item groups

Manufacturing 755.27 620 397

Mining            141.57 61 1

Electricity        103.16 1 1

total               1000 682 399

Mind it: Total weight is 1000. So, if you want

percentage weight, then shift decimal one point to left.

For example: manufacturing weight = 75.5%

IIP 8 core industries

Within IIP, following 8 are core industries because

they’ve impact on almost all other economic

activities: Coal, fertilizer, electricity, crude oil, natural

gas, refinery products, steel, and cement.

IIP Deflation

IIP is a quantitative index, the productions of items

are being expressed in physical terms. But for some

items, the information is received in “Value” term
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rather than quantity or volume. So, CSO uses WPI as

a deflator to convert that “price” into “volume”.

 India reports fishery subsidies; aims to

protect ‘poor’ fisher folk

 US led group want to ban subsidy on fishery

under the claim of unregulated, unreported

and illegal [IUU]

 But India defend on the name of the welfare

of the small fisherman and traditional fisher

folk

 Below are the problem of the traditional

fishing

1. Lack of technology

2. Lack of money power

3. Environmental issue as mono species culture

led to extinction

4. International issue such as Sri Lanka and

Pakistan

5. Law and order issue

6. Lack of knowledge in oceanography to fisher

7. Kerosene engine subsidy make more

environment issue

8. Lack of good market system as APMC in

agriculture

DATE 11.12.2016

G.S.-01

 India offers tsunami alert system to SCS

countries

 Tsunami is Japanese word means oceanic

wave that make disaster on coastal zone as

Indian coast felt it in 2004

 Indian scientist at Indian  national  center for

ocean information system [INCOIS]

developed early warning system of tsunami

like DAART

 India offered south china sea [SCS] nation to

adopt this technique of early warning of the

tsunami  as south china sea nation [ Malaysia,

Vietnam ] affected more by tsunami because

of quake effect from pacific ring of fire

 This is not for the purpose of economic

earning but leadership and strategic relation in

geopolitically important place like south

china sea

 South china sea is disputed land in which

international court of justice ordered china to

stop claim on that sea

 Problem regarding sea dispute solved by the

united nation convention on laws of sea

[UNCLOS] in which china is party

G.S.-02

 Cut-off Manipur has bigger worries than

demonetisation

 North east state Manipur again in fire because

of the government decision to reorganize

district

 Naga union has object it on the bases that they

were not consulted In this process

 Manipur is being unique racial combination of

the Naga and Mishmi/Lushai [hill] people

 Manipur is among worst affected state by

internal militant problem
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 Now Naga group has hold transportation on

trans Asia highway and national highway 2

and 37 that are lifeline for north east supply of

the essential good

 Why children drop out from primary

school

 Education has power to turn human into

resource or capital so government starting to

adopt planning and scheme for better

education

 Right to education has also been given to

every children though they are leaving school

because

1. Opportunity cost of the education [like

children become economic tool in farming

community ]

2. Lack of transportation

3. Gender distant as more girls drop-out

4. People approach toward education as it is long

process

5. Economic cost of supplementary material

6. Parent have no time to send their children to

school they are daily wager

7. Elder children have to take care of younger

one

 So from above picture it is clear that

poverty, availability and

accessibility are major issue for drop

out

 In the drop out ratio regional

variation and economic difference

also play vital role

 To solve this problem teacher parent

regular meeting needed and

suggestion from this meeting should

be implemented

G.S.-03

 Fog effect on the transportation

 Fog affecting visibility that also hold

transportation and increase the rate

of the accident
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 In rural health care, few good options

 Rural health become big concern after

government are thinking toward demographic

dividend

 Below are the some  of the fact that found

during survey

1. 70 percent of the private doctor have formal

training

2. Private and public doctor both giving correct

diagnosis

3. Comparison between public clinics and

private clinics doctor with latter performed

better

4. Per patient cost of the public clinic is to be

four time higher than private one

 The results suggest that the quality of the

public system of health-care delivery is

constrained by a lack of enforcement of

administrative accountability and inadequate

incentives. For instance, doctors are often

reported to be missing from the primary

healthcare centers. These limitations should

be taken into consideration as the policy

debate focusses on increasing spending and

improving access to publicly provided health

care. Plus, while there is a resistance to train

and provide legitimacy to unqualified private

providers, the study notes that “the marginal

returns to better training and credentialing

may be higher for private health-care

providers who have stronger incentives for

exerting effort.”

DATE 12.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Cyclone Vardah heads towards Chennai

shores

 According to ISRO cyclone Vardah heading

toward north Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu

 This is time of the north east monsoon that

cause rainfall in Andhra, Tamilnadu and part

of the Kerala

 Tamilnadu got its maximum rainfall during

this region because
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1. Parallel nature of monsoon branch i.e. Bay of

Bengal branch

2. Shadow zone of the Western Ghats

 Why we need better disaster management

1. Last year Chennai flood

2. Disaster caused by cyclone in Odisha in 1999

 What will be strategy for management of

cyclone

1. We should adopt creative prevention of

disaster as cyclone can be forecast

2. Better use of the ICT

3. Every municipalities should have separate

disaster management team

4. State government should give better power to

municipalities

5. Public awareness

6. Use of technology

7. Cyclone can be stopped but we can prepare

for it that should be strategy

 So above stated step should be taken to save

hard earned property and precious life of

human capital

G.S.-02

 Pak. Trying to divide India: Rajnath Singh

 India and Pakistan relation have effect of the

colonial legacy that has created wide social

social gap for their immediate cause

 Kashmir also product of the policy of Britain

on India for nation building

 Now this question become blame game for

both government regarding proxy war and

India only shouting Pakistan has done this and

that but internal problem  of the  Kashmir

show incapability of India to resolve problem

 Below will be long term strategy

1. Trust building in Jammu and Kashmir
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2. Sustainable and inclusive social development

in JK

3. Police and army reform for mutual beneficial

relation

4. Special category should wind up as it was just

temporary provision

5. India should take dialogue on economic base

that include both side interest

6. Cooperation with Pakistan to stop terror not

competition  or copycat strategy

 So solution of this problem lies in the ability

and commitment of both government.

 Children drive the change for children :

 New campaign stated called 100 million for

100 million that means 100 million youth

should raise their voice for better future of the

100 million children in the leadership of the

Kailash Satyarthi and Dalai lama

 What is the problem of children in recent time

1. Modern slavery- compulsory education

burden to score more

2. Sexual offences

3. Economic exploitation by child labor

4. Dieses caused by increasing pollution as they

are more vulnerable

5. Gender exploitation  as female child faces

social exclusion or feeling of second gender

6. Kidnapping or human trade and trafficking

 What should be the strategy for children

welfare

1. Safe, educated and free

2. Happiness of the children

3. Child should not be presented on the base of

economic class or gender gap

4. Special mission and spending by government

as they are dependent

 Heavy cost of a policy that neglects :

 Problem in education in India are of both

nature qualitative and quantitative

 Problem of education are as below

1. Teacher shortage and quality deficit in teacher

2. Local politics

3. Corruption

4. Socio cultural division on caste, religion, and

gender

5. Contractual teacher principle In which both

party exploiting teacher and student

respectively

6. Lack of training and degree being sold in

market

G.S.-03

 U.S. arms technologies come closer :

 Recently America grant major defense partner

[MDP] that means now India can get more

benefit from defense facility of US

 Technology transfer in defense sector and

research  will become speedy with this

partnership

 India is country outside NATO given this

status that increase strategic importance of

India

 Zero import duty on wheat will lead to

dumping: Unions

 Government of India thinking toward zero

import duty on wheat
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 This means any country exporting wheat can

sell it in Indian market same as their originate

market

 On the one hand it is good step as it will

decrease food inflation and this step is as per

the mission of the WTO i.e. Free flowing of

the trade between country  apart from this

food security concern also can be resolved

 On the other hand some country have good

natural productivity of wheat like America

can dump more wheat in Indian  market

because here they will get relatively more

price

 This will decrease market price of the wheat

and lead to suffering of farmer as MSP will

also decline > small farmer suffer >agriculture

now again becoming business of loss

 ‘It is time to leave the history of coal behind

 Now more and more power plant shifting

toward gas based source from coal based

because of following reason

1. Strong regulation on emission

2. Price of gas and coal

3. Climate change

4. Gas has no sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxide

that not create also particulate matter

5. Cop 21 Paris that stated 33 percent emission

cut by 2030

6. Exploration of shale gas changed energy map

G.S.-04

 Time to blow the whistle :

 NDA government proposed  amendment in

prevention of corruption act 1988 to lead

better way for curbing mal practice

 Critics on this amendment

1. Narrowed down definition of the corruption

 New definition only include direct economic

gain as corruption and indirect non-economic

benefit excluded with that law commission is

disagreed

 Non-economic benefit include post retire

appointment and awarding with medal

 For this 13 section of this act amended by

which 2Gscam, coal scam, BOFORS scam

were proved criminal

2. Make whistle blower more vulnerable

 Under this if any civil servant found with

illicit property from unknown sources then

they are charge sheet with criminal cases

 Now whistle blower also have to prove the

intention of officers ownership of the property

means officer have discretionary power to

declare its property they earn from which

means

3. More official protection

 Bribe giver with bribe take also punishable

under criminal act so this will increase

protection of corrupted officer as they use

bribe taker

 Second ARC also recommend that there

should be differentiation within collusive and

coercive bribe

4. Government nod for execution on officer

 Article 311 stated that if any execution

authority want enquiry of officer then they

have to take permission of the government

this provision added to save honest officer

 But this amendment also extended this

protection to retire officer and court order also

needed to file case against officer

 This amendment also give power to sanction

prosecution to Lokayukta and Lokpal it means

now politician will decide fate of the officer
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DATE 13.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Storm and cyclone intensity increase over

east coast :

 In recent study it is proved that intensity of the

storm increasing while number of cyclone

decreasing

 Most number of the cyclone experienced in

bay of Bengal in November month

 New trend emerge as more number of cyclone

hit Andhra and Chennai instead of Orissa

because

1. Increasing temperature due to

industrialization

2. Urban heat island such as Chennai that

affected every year

 Another trend of less cyclone in Arab sea

become more intensive  this trend followed

by below incident

1. High temperature of the bay of Bengal

2. Wide area of bay of Bengal so pacific cyclone

also affect

3. Circulation law of the cyclone that runs

toward western direction

 This kind of the study prove that global

warming and climate change affecting India

so our disaster management policy should be

sufficient flexible toward trend

G.S.-02

 India, Indonesia resolve to fight terror :

 In recent meet of both leader open the door for

better mutual tie between countries

 India have following interest in  Indonesia

1. Terror fighting [as it become prime motive of

Indian diplomacy ]

2. Defense and maritime partnership as

Indonesia in south china sea have greater

petroleum potential

3. Information technology market in Indonesia

4. Pharmaceutical industries

5. Oil, natural gas and renewable potential of

both side

 India and Indonesia both being example of

democracy with unity in diversity

 Difference and inequality can only be joint by

the bond of the culture and commerce

 Both countries will work with cooperation in

following area

1. Terror financing

2. Drug and smuggling

3. Cyber security

 Getting the elementary arithmetic wrong

 Today in our series of education we will

discuss regarding teaching method and their

limitation

 Following are the problem in current

teaching method

1. Misplaced priority

2. Segment approach

3. Corrupt govern system

4. Failure to foster knowledge

5. Lack of Pre-primary advance education

[Kothari commission recommended]

 Our education policy remains target base that

area the basic feature of every government

policy we should now adopt qualitative

approach also.

 Tamilnadu activity based education played

major model role for the rest of country that

now famous as Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
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 Beyond the court’s remit

 Recently high court of the  Uttarakhand stated

legality of the liquor ban in some state on the

name of the religious place in char dham

 Court said that this will attract tourism and

spread feeling of the  purity this also ban

tobacco in some area

 Char dham include Badrinath [ river

Alaknanda ], Kedarnath, Gangotri and

Yamnotri

 In this case two fundamental right have

dilemma with each other that is right to

business or profession and religious right of

person

 In case of the dilemma of fundamental right

we should adopt principle of the utilitarianism

according to theory of the public

administration and ethical decision making
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G.S.-03

 The essence of education

 In recent judgment by the Delhi high court

which stated about photocopy right is step

toward equitable access to education

 Copyright act got its existence in the principle

of the motivation to creative activity and bring

knowledge person to world but it doesn’t give

blanket immunity to publisher

 Education is means to develop progressive

and creative society upon which our future are

depend

 Not a tragedy, but the remedy :

 Now again some discussion on

demonetization and its role as biggest reform

after 1991

 If it is tragedy then it has following symptom

1. Cash crunch

2. No cash > no investment

3. It means no economic heat

4. Daily wager affected

5. Construction worker badly because of cash

based real estate scenario in India

6. If it for black money then only 8 percent black

money in the form of currency : ED

7. Banking overload

8. Lack of banking access

9. No planned move as scarcity of notes

10. If it is form curbing fake currency  then how

it’s possible that fake currency earlier reach in

country than real one

 If we see it from view point of the reform then

it have following result

1. No cash holding

2. All saving go to market

3. Digital economy

4. Curb corruption

5. Stop black money vicious cycle

6. No parallel economy

7. No terror financing

8. Redistribution of income

9. Increase in tax to GDP ratio

 So its depend on view from which we see this

process

 Include bidis in GST regime :

 Problem of Indian every problem is that they

have multiple dilemma to what course of

action to chose

 Government chose law tax rate on bidi

because if this will taxed in higher rate than

landless bidi worker and  tobacco farmer

affect

 Lower tax on bidi or tobacco product means

now it is more burden on poor from dieses

caused by more consumption of tobacco

 If government propose low tax on bidi then

both side will be effected on the one hand low

tax revenue and other high public health

expenditure

DATE 14.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Cyclone Vardah

 Cyclone Vardah named given to the cyclone

from bay of Bengal that hit coastal Andhra

and Tamilnadu

 Vardah means red rose name given by the

Pakistan

 In Indian ocean cyclone name given by the

group of the country include India, Sri lanka,

Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, Oman,

Maldives, and Pakistan
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 This time disaster management become little

creative from taking lesson of last year flood

experience

 Social media is emerging good information

cycle or communication pathway as they help

how to avoid loss and after cyclone help form

volunteer

 Eastern coast becoming more vulnerable as

global warming and industrialization and

urbanization in the area

 Coastal area are more vulnerable as more and

more unplanned asset created there

 In the time of cyclone we can understood

importance of the insurance in ease of doing

business and risk management >but India lack

it

 Rooftop solar panel or alternative energy

source play vital role as blackout in city

 We should plant strong root trees that can save

more life and hard earned property

 Heritage at stake :

 A stone pillar dating to the Mauryan empire at

the Feroz Shah Kotla Fort here has shown

signs of corrosion, with a part of the

inscription flaking away

 The pillar was set up by Mauryan Emperor

Ashoka at Topra, near Ambala. It was later

installed at the Feroz Shah Kotla Fort on the

orders of Feroz Shah Tughlaq

 The pillar, made of sandstone, is 13 meters

high, with a diameter of 65 centimeters at the

top and 97 centimeters at the bottom.

Historians say that what sets the pillar apart is

that it has text inscribed in the Nagari script.

 What will be cause of the this corrosion

1. Every stone has its unique chemical

composition

2. Urban heat or air pollution is biggest risk to

this pillar

3. Chemical therapy done by ASI

4. Climate change

5. Time line as long time has been passed

 To save this kind of precious monument from

effect of man induces climate change special

environment should be provide to them like

shadow zone and temperature controlled and

air controlled system should be provided

G.S.-02

 Empowering right to education :

 In the series of article we will discuss today

inclusiveness component of the education

 In 2009 right to education act enacted which

make right to education as fundamental right

for children from age 6 to 14

 This acts basic aim was to provide universal

education access to every children

 Six year have been completed but the

discussion about how to relies this aim is

continuous

 Indian education system manage to achieve

world largest enrollment nearly 95 percent but

this come with other side of coin that is world

largest drop out ratio also this purely stats that

our education system lack sustainability
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G.S.-03

 IBSA and India :

 IBSA stand for the India, brazil, and south

Africa

 India has signed trade pact earlier this year

with SACU and MERCOSUR this deal will

strengthen as IBSA summit to be held

 This summit is unique in its sense because

1. These country  include major market

2. Have potential of renewable energy namely

wind and solar

 India has preferential trade agreement [PTA]

with MERCOSUR {trade group form south

America including Brazil}

 For more detail regarding this please go

through mrunal economy lecture series L6P3

 Cashless economy :

 Demonetization that was once considered

strike on black money, terror financing  and

corruption now termed as reform toward

cashless economy

 India 90 percent of economy are informal and

they are the biggest source of the black money

hoarding to first step should be toward

transition of them into formal and digital

economy  by mandatory cashless payment

 Government should also encourage cognitive

part of this by adopting “Swachh tan Swachh

mann and Swachh dhan”

 This forced deposit in bank could provide

fresh liquidity  to financial institution

 Cashless boom has benefited digital payment

sector unit as their work load has increased

and another time development of fintech

>service sector development
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 In a global scenario of debt-soaked

slowdown, extreme income inequality, and

stagnating real wages, capital accumulation is

only possible through a mechanism that

systematically administers an upward

redistribution of income — from the 99 per

cent to the 1 per cent. While an indirect tax

regime like the GST would accomplish this

objective for the state, the integration of

personal savings into the global debt economy

would manage the same for finance capital

 If some portion of the cash remains with

economy then there should be another

strategy such expiry date should be printed on

currency note that can stop hoarding of cash

 Discount to cashless payment:

 Central government adopting shock absorbing

mechanism for the transition toward cashless

economy

 First target of government start with all the

payment to government should be made with

digital mode

 In the area without any banking outlay are in

the first priority area of the government

 All the fair price shop should be equipped

with point of sale machine that could make

more convenience

 “Kafala” labor system

 Kafala is the labor system practiced in gulf

countries in which every foreign worker have

to take local person as agent and worker

cannot leave job or country without its

permission

 This framework was becoming new tend of

the modern day slavery but it’s become

important recently as Qatar has abolished

 This kind of the reform important for India

because India got maximum remittances from

this country

DATE 15.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Right of the rightful owner

 One decade has been passed since forest right

act has been passed in protection of the forest

dweller

 The motto of this act to protect interest of the

tribal but experience with this act learn us that

by the time this law weaken by continuous

corporate led action

 In this act forest right has been accorded to

tribal person and non-tribal having 75 year

control over land this provision show

rationality level of the government

 Recent act like mining regulation, CAMPA,

accent of the gram Sabha in the matter of

mining activity.

 National  biodiversity   authority comprising

prime minister as chairman include 15 outside

expert amended format and now there has

been 3 member only
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G.S.-02

 Tamil issue in Sri lanka

 Starting point of this problem again lays in

colonialism because British government want

labor that can work in tea estate

 North and north eastern part of the Sri lanka

dominated by the Tamil that area called Jaffna

 Now problem arises about interest and

migrant after independence and conflict start

 What is effect of this problem on India

1. We have lost our rational prime minister Rajiv

Gandhi

2. National politics as share of Tamil

3. Indian and Sri lanka economic ties and

fisheries cooperation

 Why this problem looming till day? Because

it’s now become game of the politics in Sri

Lanka and question regarding nationalism

again taking place like in Jammu and Kashmir

issuer in India.

 What will be solution

1. There should mutually acceptable constitution

2. Protection minority right

3. Maintain of law and order

4. Indian cooperation needed

 This is the time when we can see large upset

or fever of nationalism  and partition trend in

countries who independent after second war

ex. Baluchistan, Taiwan, Jammu and

Kashmir, gulf countries

 Rajya sabha has passed disability act :

 Rajya sabha has passed new bill regarding

right of the disable right of person

 This bill has below importance

1. Broaden definition of the disability like

include intellectual disability ex. Down

syndrome

2. Designated state chief commissioner that act

as regulatory body

3. More sensitivity development then provision

 What we need for this sensitive approach

combine with humanity  that can create world

to live happy live for person who have

different ability and to explore this ability for

betterment of this person

 Rohingya’s whose responsibility

 Some section or tribe making in news this

year are Madhesi, Tharu, rohingyas, kurds,

etc.

 Rohingya’s is Muslim community in Rakhine

state of the Myanmar

 Ruler of the Myanmar adopting refusing

strategy toward rohingyas and forced them to

quit country

 India’s interest

1. Human right defender

2. Cross border emigration

3. Terror tendency as revolution after

exploitation

 India alone cannot do much in this arena

so we should adopt strategy to combine

world against dictator action of one

leader

G.S.-03

 Asian palm civet :

 The Asian palm civet (Paradoxurus

Hermaphroditus), also called a toddy cat, is a

small member of the family Viverridae native

to south and south-east Asia. It can survive in

a wide range of habitats and can be seen in

urban environments, but quite rarely as it

tends to be shy and wary of humans. It feeds

on fruits, berries, coffee beans, insects and

small mammals, and is protected under

Schedule II of the Wildlife Protection Act,

1972.
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 Increasing burden of the non-

communicable and life style dieses :

 This dieses include imbalance of the element

in the body this include diabetes, stroke,

depression, etc.

 Winter is the severe condition for people who

suffering from this kind of dieses as lipid get

cool down and block proper functioning of

lung and heart

 What are the reason for such high burden of

this dieses

1. Life style

2. Food pattern

3. Smoking

4. Pollution

5. Climate change

6. Food adulteration

 Some tips to be healthy are as follow

 Public v/s private school

 In the series of the article of the policy watch

today we will compare between private and

public schooling system

 First we will discuss public school then

private

1. Public school funded by the state and

managed by the school management

committee

2. Public school have good quality and potential

teacher but it can’t be useful as lack of

integrity

3. Cost per student in private school  are more in

comparison with private school

4. Major problem is access, inclusive, and

adaptive schooling system with hard and soft

infrastructure

 Major component of the private school are...

1. Funded by individual so have priority over

profit and if they want more profit then they

have to get more result

2. Result oriented education led to deficit of the

value

3. Teacher training and quality not adequate and

exploitation with fixed pay regime

4. But this school have benefit over low cost per

student with better performance

 So what we can do is the middle path called

strategic management of the school means

funding by the state and management should

be given to private entity with flexible.
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 Reform turning into tragedy

 So called biggest economic reform now

tuning into  tragedy as below stated problem

heading

1. Cash crunch led to holding in public life

2. Money supple  scare > less investment with

less demand  > deflationary move

3. Biggest problem occur when RBI hold rate

 So this three step create major chaos as

government demonetize currency or have sort

of money although they don’t like stimulus.

DATE 16.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Four year of lesson but not leant yet

 Four year has been passed since Nirbhaya has

been raped so now its again question to

government weather any firm step has been

taken to solve this problem

 Step in form of law has been taken like

Vishakha guidelines by the SC and criminal

law amendment act 2013

 Some extra step should be taken like not only

rape is crime against women but sexual

comment also should be included

 Task doesn’t end only with formulation of the

law but committed implementation of the law

also needed

 Police inaction is the biggest constraint

because date showing increasing trend of the

rape that has also reason

1. Police has no tech. Or skill to use that tech.

2. Lack of cooperation between police station in

city area

3. Political interference

4. Lack of value like humanity and integrity in

police department

 Central government also constituted

Nirbhaya fund in 2013 budget but it is

underutilized because

1. Lack of knowledge among victim regard this

2. Under funded only 100 crore

3. Only political show off

4. Only compensatory form no preventive step

5. Long legal procedure

 So bottom line is promise not make any

change and also only police do nothing, so it

is planned battle against social evil

G.S.-02

 SC warns BCCI chief of prosecution :

 IPL 2013 is starting point when big scam

found in funding and match fixing so supreme

court order to constitute Lodha panel for

reform

 This committee given recommendation like

1. One state one vote for policy resolution
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2. Legalize betting

3. Delinking IPL from BCCI

4. No political leader or office in management

body but representation from various section

5. Players association

 Problem of cricket today are following

1.Organization, structure and relationship

2.Source and extent of jurisdiction

3.Offices, committees and elections

4.Commercial engagements, contracts

and services

5.Audit, accounts and finances

6.Player welfare and dispute resolution

7.Conflict of interest

8.Oversight and transparency

 Cricket like sport are the matter of creativity

and art of the person so politics or money

power should have no role in it.

 Now new problem arise as BCCI not

following guidelines of the panel

 Court want only transparency in the

administration of the BCCI

 Education scenario :

 In this series of policy review we are on this

right to education and checking weather hard

earned and scarcely collected tax being used

optimally

 It is found that if there is board exam student

failed in x or xii but passed non board class

like ix and xi

 Behind this reason is quality of school pass

out student and continuous and

comprehensive evaluation also showing

progressive stand

 Only primary education is not goal and end

we should adopt early childhood education

[ECE] approach that make ground plot for the

primary education

 In early education constitution make

provision in directive principle of the state

policy and fundamental duty

 What is the fault ECE?

1. State have no interest

2. Parent also not sending

3. No incentive to child to attract

4. Only formality no quality

5. No infrastructure so managing person conduct

class on his house and so house problem of

person

6. Parent sending their children to private play

house and other commercialization

 Research found that early education

opportunity plays fundamental part in mental

development

 FCRA :

 Foreign contribution regulatory act that

control and regulate donation given to NGO

and other institute from foreign sources

 Recently in news because supreme comment

about need of the regulatory mechanism in

foreign funding because

1. Objective of funding

2. Use of funding

3. Source of funding

 But recently government have banned

licenses of many organization that is

autocratic so we need middle path

G.S.-03

 Demonetization push

 Number of article regarding this publishing

everyday but its cost benefit will be bad if we

collect fodder every day. So, as per the
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information from finance ministry separate

chapter on demonetization will be given in

economic survey that means enough maal will

be there.

 Money conversion management

 After demonetization exchange rush to bank

have affected person working hour and

banking service quality also.

 Money is the medium of any exchange

process that got legal backing and public

support to evacuate it need public response

and policy planning

 M2 money means public held currency and

demand deposit with banks means its narrow

money

 If banks cannot people money on demand that

is breach of the law and it should be

punishable and criminal act under award

given in the supreme court

G.S.-04

 Humanity in Aleppo

 Lakh of the people and children have been

killed for tiny benefit of micro group of the

person

 This raise question about what has happened

to values of the humanity

1. Humanity means try to make other life

happier

2. But technological and industrial development

3. Lead to selfishness in person

4. Only production matter man become means  {

Gandhi’s end and means }

5. God has sent us to use resources for welfare

of people but vice versa are reality

6. So this is the long process of the values

destruction

 Now how to create value again

1. Start from family, society and education

2. Award value not success

3. International cooperation for punishment to

breach public right

4. Politics should have limit to humanity

5. Message should spread that all religion have

base of the humanity

DATE 17.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Inclusive education

 In the series of policy review we will today

discuss about inclusiveness of the education

 Both type of inclusive gender and economic

or social

 Why this divide in education

1. Girls have to work at home and care younger

brother/children

2. Economic constraint  both side as poor

children not afford good school and have to

work in child age

3. Private v/s/public school

4. Social constraint as girls prohibited to school

5. Protection issue

6. Separate toilet

 Why need women education

“If you educate man, you educate individual but if

you educate women you educate nation”
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 More wealthy state have more drop out and

Bihar have low drop out then national average

 Parliament passes Disabilities Bill

 Lok sabha has passed disabilities bill with

following characteristic

1. Any discrimination with divyang lead to jail

and 5 lakh penalty

2. Expand definition of disable with adding

some mental dieses such as down syndrome

3. More reservation in education and job

4. Disable will get unique ID card seeded with

Aadhaar that enable seamless support to

disable

5. This bill modeled on united nation convention

on right of person with disabilities

G.S.-02

 NGO for increasing public spending on

health care

 Jan Swashthya Abhiyan one of the NGO in

Rajasthan demanding more state funding in

health sector

 Currently State funding in health sector nearly

1.5-2 percent in union budget

 What us consequences of low State funding

1. More out of pocket expenditure

2. More poverty

3. More health problem

4. Low rank in world index

5. Less potential of person to work

6. Less GDP and again policy paralysis due to

human resources incapable

 So state have to fund more and also adopt

public private  partnership on performance

based model

 State to not only funding in hospital but in

medical education for qualitative and

quantitative development

G.S.-03

 Note ban: No interim relief from SC

 Supreme court has formed bench of five judge

to look in the matter of the demonetization

and its legality  under power of the judicial

review

 First of all bench asked about breach of

fundamental right of equality [14], freedom of

trade and business [19], right to life with

dignity [21] and right to property [300A]
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 Court say that best left to government to do

right thing this show backward movement

from judicial activism to judicial non

responsible form

 Demonetization practice has increase

overload of the judiciary that has existed one

and slowed down process and again “delayed

justice means to deny justice or injustice”

 Scarcity of currency :

 Recently those problem created by the

demonetization? No it’s wrong because

problem is by the scarcity of the currency. So

it is irrational to write problem of

demonetization in exam

1. Economic cost

- Farmer cannot sold his crop otherwise not

getting payment in cash so not investing for

next crop

- Manufacturer or service provider not getting

customer due to cash crunch so no more

investment

2. Social cost

- Social function disruption like marriage can

be stopped but not death rituals one

- Social value and transfer of money for each

other help and crisis due to money scarcity

- Unemployment, no fee to educate children so

drop out, malnutrition because no money,

daily wager go to extremism as they become

unemployed

 To solve this problem government  introduced

digital payment system  but this system also

lack access, knowledge, and cyber security

 Because only 30 crore have internet and smart

phone that enable digital payment so

government thinking about innovative idea

i.e. Aadhaar enable payment system [AEPS]

which means

1. Payment can be done by figure, Irish, tongue

scan from mobile

2. Every mobile converting into ATM or Point

of Sale

3. Now every person with seeded Aadhaar

account can do payment without big and

complex procedure

 But there are also problem as all Aadhaar not

seeded yet and supreme court stand on

Aadhaar mandatory status is negative
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 Environment Ministry now has its own pet

project

 Government now thinking to start its own pet

project why because lots of pet animal

become victim of violence and there are no

legal registry of it.

 Until date this work done by the animal

welfare board [AWB] Chennai base

organization working in prevention of the

cruelty toward animal

 In this project government will start registry

for the pet animal about their status and care

also

 Diminishing options before BCCI

 Federal bank of the US has gone to normalcy

and showing trend of progressive rate means

rate has been increased

 This show the US world biggest economy are

coming on track after global slowdown of

2008

 What is important for us is that what will be

effect of this move on Indian economy

1. Rupee devaluation [with relate to costly

dollar]

2. Import bill increase

3. Current account deficit
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4. Again borrowing led to fiscal deficit

5. More burden of FRBM target and less public

expenditure

6. Less public expenditure led to low quality of

the education, health and social services

 So, RBI should also take into consideration

and adjust rate according to internal economic

situation [as holding rate this time affected

badly local economy with growing slow

down]

DATE 18.12.2016

G.S.-02

 India, Pak. Nurse myths on Indus treaty,

says Professor :

 India and Pakistan issue over the Indus water

treaty only showing sign of the exploitation

and breach of environment norms

 No exploitation of river but nurse it for

sustainable existence and use of the natural

resources

 If India want to breach this treaty it would be

irrational because India have no capacity to

stop all Indus water

 Major problem of this basin is

1. Agricultural waste

2. Urbanization

3. GHG emission

4. Hydropower plant

5. Industrial waste

G.S.-03

 Vardah fallout: It’s going to be a searing

summer for Chennai

 Cyclone Vardah strike Chennai as a part I of

its north east monsoon. In which we can see

effect of the climate change as frequency of

climatic event increasing like last year flood

this year cyclone

 As per view of the expert cyclone intensity

will increase on bay of Bengal because of

temperature rise  of the bay of Bengal

 Then question arise why Chennai is becoming

prone to cyclone instead of Orissa as was

trend year ago. The reason for this found in

urbanization and heat island of Chennai led to

attraction of cyclone and modification of

cyclone route

 Impact of this cyclone can be felt in below

area

1. Loss of property and human lives

2. Tree cover loss > more temperature >human

health

3. Cyclone led to unusual rain and have effect on

local weather

 This type event can’t be stopped but we can

prevent loss by it with preparedness,

planning and prevention

 The sterilization skew

 Grim but real picture of Indian family

planning program is following

1. No sensitive approach and mass sterilization

led to death of women

2. Target based sterilization

3. Male not want to share burden of birth control

so vasectomy include only 1.9 percent

4. Tribal area forced sterilization

5. Technical development and skillful doctor

6. Low awareness  among people

 There are two type of surgery being done to

control birth that is

1. Tubectomy- surgery of female

2. Vasectomy – surgery of man

 So holy approach should be implement so

human life will become priority then

government policy or commitment and basic

right can be protected
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 Wake-up call on superbugs

 When there were no antimicrobial drugs

person have only option to death penalty

otherwise they have to make their immune

system more strong

 First of its kind drug was penicillin that was

effective in starting but irregular use of this

drug let to situation in which 50 percent of

the bacteria now have resistant to it.

 Reason for this situation are as follows

1. Improper use of drug

2. Prescription by physician

3. Environmental law of development

4. Use in animal also.

5. Lifestyle and food pattern

 Approach to this problem should be

integrated fight with everyone cooperation

to have sustainable anti micro bacterial

[AMR]

 Uncovering the surge in renal failure deaths

 In India new trend emerging as most death

caused by premature renal failure led to

death of person

 South and eastern state showing abnormal

increasing trend in this problem and reason

for this cannot be known

 Diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular

dieses are heading reason for this trend.

 As per survey by lancet burden of non-

communicable dieses increasing in India

because

1. Fool pattern and lifestyle dieses

2. Food adulteration

3. Small GDP cost of state

4. Less awareness among people

5. Late stage diagnosis

6. Economic power of people become hurdle for

access to health facility

DATE 19.12.2016

G.S.-01

 SC wants woman pilot to get permanent

wings

 Supreme court giving decision direct

government that they should adopt basic

principle of constitution that is equality and

everyone should give equal opportunity to

serve nation

 Women have same capacity to serve nation as

man  and air pilot women also should be

presented as role model

 In democracy in court have to give such kind

of the order than its prove that social rule have

prevalence over constitution and fundamental

right will become dead letter

 What we need it inner spirit of constitution not

imposed one. So how women can be attracted

in such challenging job

1. Motivate by role model

2. Attract women by special cadre or group

3. Lower physical standard

4. Compulsory reservation of the seat

G.S.-02

 Single tribunal to arbitrate inter-State

water disputes :

 Recently river water dispute making in news

whether it is about Cauvery issue or Sutlej

Yamuna link canal

 Interstate water dispute act comes into force

in 1956 which mandate for constitution of the

river tribunal but now center want to make it

one tribunal that look after any matter

 Central government proposes amendment in

tribunal act by unifying tribunal into one

means there will be only one tribunal headed
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by retired  justice of supreme court and

benches will be created when needed

 There will be dispute resolution committee

headed by expert which look after dispute

prior to tribunal.

 What will be benefit of this move

1. By this move multiple tribunal complexity

come down

2. Award can be given speedily

3. Uniform principle can be used

4. Proper implementation

5. Less administrative cost

6. Better cooperation among dispute party and

tribunal

7. Record keeping help to manage issue in

speedy and easy manner

 The unmaking of Parliament :

 Parliamentary form of government adopted in

India because of responsible and stable

government

 But recently trend of the log jam in parliament

and whole session go unfruitful make trust

deficit among people and this is also sign if

the popular personality trait or executive

overreach in government

 In democracy sovereign government is must

and sovereignty lies in the opinion and free

will if the people but there and no middle

opinion because either it will be negative or

positive

 Parliament in general make rule, law, and act

and make government accountable this is not

limit of parliament function because biggest

work of this forum is to discuss what is needed

and what actually being done.

 What will be the reason for this depreciation

of role of parliament

1. Politics without morality

2. Show off or popular trend in politics

3. Multiparty representation

4. Lack of efficient code of conduct for legislator

{ARC}

5. Increasing role of executive

 What is reform needed you can write it by

above reason into positive manner.

 EC seeks end to nameless donations :

 In the series of the election reform election

commission this time comes with funding

reform to party that can bring impartiality,

transparency and neutral decision making in

government

 Below reform proposed

1. Not more than  2000 anonymous donation

2. Could not accept demonetized note

3. No exemption on party donation in taxation

[exemption to only winner party ]

4. Coupon system of donor [Coupons are one of

the ways devised by the political parties for

collecting donations and hence are printed by

the party itself. There is no limit as to how

many coupons can be printed or its total

quantum ]

G.S.-03

 Deposits scrutiny a challenge, says ex-CBDT

chief

 After demonetization government has

launched money exchange and cashless

economy campaign

 By viewing narrow tax base government is

doubtful about tax evasion and avoidance

 So government start to check every account

transaction of the account holder that’s not

rational intention because

1. India have total 45 crore account >

2. IT department have 4000-5000 personal >

3. One person can check 100 case a day [just

assume otherwise we know efficiency of

Sarkari Babu ]>

4. Then it would take very long time >
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5. End result idea of demonetization intention

of curbing black money >

6. #EPICFALL

 Why this scenario happens

1. Low efficiency of government official

2. Lack of coordination between bank and

regulatory authority

3. Lack of technology and skill

4. Complexity of law

5. Income tax act 1962 mandated two year

timeline for checking/inquiry

 So government should adopt idea of the smart

government in which technology have

maximum role and act have flexible nature

that is all that we need

 Amur Falcon

 Amur name got from its root place of border

of Russia and china where river Amur flowing

 A Migratory bird from Russia. Every year, in

October, they arrive in northeast India from

Siberia en route to their final destination

Africa.

 During their flight, they stop the jungles of

Nagaland for a while, for food and rest.

 Their migratory route is fascinating and

longest and avian kingdom recently they are

visiting Kerala and Tamilnadu that generally

prefer in Kolhapur Maharashtra what will be

reason behind this can’t be traced.

 India, is a signatory to the Convention on

Migratory Species (CMS), therefore it is

Government’s responsibility to provide safe

passage to all migratory birds, turtles etc.

 Lanura is first village to go cashless in J&K

 Lanura village of the bugam district of the

Jammu and Kashmir declared as cashless

village

 This village every family at least one member

have bank account and villager trained about

how to use this facility

 Common service center of NIC playing major

role in this process.

 Point of Sale terminals: How they work

 Point of sale machine making growth after

demonetization and cashless economy drive

 Point of sale machine is debit and credit card

enable transaction tool with computerized

system in which customer only have to  enter

pin

 Any merchant can get it by requesting

authorize bank because its works on core

banking solution

 ‘Zika-linked birth defects more severe than

thought’

 Zika virus spread in Latin American country

and affect it more

 Starting study show that there will be effect

on pregnant women and effect called

microcephaly.

 Microcephaly means baby born with small

head

 But recent study shown that Zika affect more

severe than former study
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DATE 20.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Pre-natal sex determination

 India passing through phase of the sharper

decline in child sex ratio which means after

globalization and education mindset of people

not changed because its whole world problem

 In Indian family planning and PCNDT act sex

determination is illegal and doctor practices

illegally will face trial

 But reality is that there are lakhs of the hidden

center for sex determination and abortion

 Process of sex determination called

sonography

 What is actually problem

1. Patriarchal society

2. Crime against girls

3. Economic and social cost of children growing

4. Dowry system existence

5. Girls as liability or burden

 What should now done to stop this menace

1. Implementation of law with spirit

2. Incentivize girls birth with monetary reward

3. Girls should give representation reservation at

all level

4. Model school for girls

5. Spread of education

 So government have started scheme like save

girls child and Beti Bachao Beti Padhao

scheme.

 Thiruvalluvar:

 Thiruvalluvar was a Tamil weaver by

profession and Poet Saint Philosopher by

heart.

 He wrote “Tirukkural (Sacred Couplets)” on

human thoughts and ethics. It is considered a

masterpiece similar to John Milton’s

Paradise Lost. In this book, He classified

problems of life under 3 parts: (1) Virtue (2)

Wealth (3) Love and wrote 133 chapters on

them.

 Recently in news because government

proposed statue of Thiruvalluvar at Har ki

Pauri but some saint group protested against

it.

 At last statue unveiled at mela bhavan

Hardwar this show cultural bond of the

diverse India.

 Indian unity in diversity is result of cultural

and commercial bond.

G.S.-02

 Single river water dispute tribunal

 Recently river water dispute making in news

whether it is about Cauvery issue or Sutlej

Yamuna link canal

 Interstate water dispute act comes into force

in 1956 which mandate for constitution of the

river tribunal but now center want to make it

one tribunal that look after any matter

 Central government proposes amendment in

tribunal act by unifying tribunal into one

means there will be only one tribunal headed

by retired  justice of supreme court and

benches will be created when needed

 There will be dispute resolution committee

headed by expert which look after dispute

prior to tribunal.

 What will be benefit of this move

8. By this move multiple tribunal complexity

come down

9. Award can be given speedily

10. Uniform principle can be used

11. Proper implementation

12. Less administrative cost

13. Better cooperation among dispute party and

tribunal
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14. Record keeping help to manage issue in

speedy and easy manner

 Problem of this system are as follows:

1. Single tribunal not enough with respect to

present situation

2. Emerging issue of the water problem in India

3. Court have no sue motto action but can hear

appeal so burden will lead to delay > delay

means deny justice

4. DRC will play disincentive role in litigation

 Populist image of the Jayalalithaa

 After death of one of the most populist leader

in Indian politics now it’s time to remember

and analyze its approach  toward public

administration

 Their populist image stand on public welfare

without monetary hurdle so there are range of

scheme and welfare plant and range of

payment also.

 Amma canteen and GMN mid-day have

changed hunger scenario in Tamilnadu

following are the benefit of this scheme

1. Zero or no hunger means fulfillment of SDG

2. Decreasing malnutrition

3. Canteen operate by women SHG means

economic empowerment of women

4. Canteen attract various strata of people so it is

place of social harmony and knowledge

sharing

5. In 2015 flood and cyclone of 2016 canteen

played vital role to provide two time meal to

people

 Other contrasted scheme of Amma is kudneer

means providing RO water to people

1. This means good hygienic condition for

people

2. Price of natural resource invite people

understanding toward natural resources

3. Access to water in crisis time

 But this scheme come with limitation also

1. Commodification of natural resource

2. Wastage of water

3. RO water and health crisis*

 Why RO is unhygienic? Because RO degrade

water by removing  calcium, magnesium, and

iron component and this demineralize water

associated with bone joint dieses,

cardiovascular dieses

G.S.-03

 Demonetization and its impact on India’s

foreign interest

 Timeline for exchange of note going and

expiry date coming for note submission in

bank

 RBI has ruled  out new regulation in which

deposit above Rs.5000 will enquired

 Foreign student facing problem to pays fee

 India being hub of the medical tourism patient

from other country suffering as they have no

bank card

 Tourist also facing hurdle as they cannot make

payment for service online in small shop and

they can’t get money from bank without KYC

 Foreign trade also impact as most trader now

facing currency crunch

 Lowest rate of return on EPF

 Employee provident fund is share of

employee salary which return after long

gestation period to retirement

 Provident fund and pension fund product is

regulate by PFRDA India

 Lowest rate means following result

1. Low return > problem to lower class worker

2. Hard earned money of labor

3. Negative attitude of labor and industrial

unrest led to worsening ease of doing business

as already it showing grim picture
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4. Less rate means less saving or less income and

thus less income also

5. Labor will have psychological tension not

giving full potential

6. At retirement due to low rate labor got less

pension or gratuity means social security issue

at old age

 Chillai Kalan in JK

 Jammu and Kashmir feeling harshest

temperature which have frozen dal lake

 This frozen chill season called Chillai Kalan

in Jammu and Kashmir

 Trump and climate change

 After victory of the trump their major focus

are on the appointment of the major business

tycoon in administrative wing

 This will clear sign of the corporate friendly

government

 Moreover trump has appointed energy and

environment  head who do not believe in

climate change and will diminish pressure to

complete INDC

 India as major effecting country of the climate

change will suffer most by this mindset but we

are not assured about working condition this

is just hypo. Of appointment trend

 On the other hand trump also appoint one oil

tycoon as state secretary who are  very close

to Putin means chance of greater cooperation

and normalization of relation

 Toward china before sworn in has interrupted

in Taiwan and drone issue in south china sea

 Draining swamp

 Balkanize people with similar view and

thought share on virtual platform called

homophile

 As diversity of the thought increase

democracy place into threat because now

everyone fighting to get majority

 Amartya sen called this demonetization as

despotic action that has struck at the root of

economy based on trust

 If individuals and businesses engage in legal

economic activity and pay taxes, the

government has more resources to invest in

education, health care, and infrastructure to

improve human well-being and economic

development possibly at a faster rate

 Water sanitation and hygiene [WASH]

 Under SDG { from 2015 to 2030 17 goal and

169 target precede of MDG] state has to take

step toward better hygienic situation for better

health of citizen

 Other goal also has relation with this like good

hygiene > good health >good working

potential > demographic dividend ripe >better

economic condition > no poverty > no

malnutrition > good psychological capacity to

learn > inclusive education.

 Program for drug for TB

 The Open Source Drug Discovery (OSDD)

Project — fronted by the Council of Scientific

and Industrial Research (CSIR) and

conceived as a unique global programme to

find new drugs for tuberculosis — has now

been subsumed within a new programme to be

led by the Indian Council of Medical Research

(ICMR)

 The OSDD began in 2008 and has over the

years identified about 15 potential drug

targets, according to the organizations.

 It tested a drug combination called pamz (PA-

824 + moxifloxacin + pyrazinamide) — to cut

treatment time by at
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least a third but the project wasn’t funded after

reports that it didn’t work as well as it was

expected to.

 The stated aim of the OSDD project is that no

organization would have patent rights over a

drug that resulted from the project to ensure

that resulting drugs were affordable

 Tuberculosis (TB) kills two Indians every

three minutes and more than 1,000 people

every day. India has the highest TB burden in

the world. The Global Tuberculosis Report

2016 released in October 2016 by the World

Health Organization updated the estimate of

incidence

 Polar bear and climate change

 Always climate change affect most in area of

weather extreme event felt one of the this

polar region which becoming victim of the

global warming and melting ice

 Polar bear world’s largest carnivorous in the

great threat because melting ice means less

seal to eat and so they go to risky zone of ice

 Mekong most bio-diverse region

 Mekong river passing through mighty Tibetan

plateau sustain world most diverse ecosystem

 Scientist found more than 150 new species

from this region in 2015.

 Mekong River on the hand becoming magnet

for environmentalist because of productivity

but on the other hand it shoeing effect of

population burden.

 Rainbow snake is major discovery

DATE 21.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Queen Victoria’s last letter to India

unveiled

 Victoria write this last letter to Indian viceroy

lord Curzon thanking him about situation

 Letter who write and why not important but

what important is incident or place mention in

letter

 There are incident of Boer war in which

Prince Albert son died mention it.

 So what is Boer war we have to know because

Gandhi also contributed in it? How this

incident occur let’s see one by one

commentary

1. Transvaal was rich in gold, so British plotted

to overthrow Boer government.

2. This led to the Boer War (1899) =>Boers were

defeated but they continued to live here.

3. During Boer war, Gandhi served from British

side, as an assistant superintendent of the

Indian volunteer stretcher bearer corps.

4. Gandhi earned Boer war medal for his

services

G.S.-02

 Angela Merkel’s challenge

 “democracy, freedom, as well as respect for

the rule of law and the dignity of each and

every person regardless of their origin, skin

color, creed, gender, sexual orientation or

political views.”

 Angel Merkel chancellor of Germany also

leading 28 European country have role in

women representation in world but some

incident have make difficult for Angela to

lead next election
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1. Open door policy for migrant

2. Terror issue

3. American election result

4. European slow down

5. Greece problem

6. Britain out of Europe

 India-Kyrgyzstan relation

 President of Kyrgyzstan was in visit to India

for better diplomatic relation between both

countries.

 Have historical or heritage tie between

countries and issue like terrorism have greater

cooperation.

 India have following opportunity in

Kyrgyzstan

1. Energy like natural gas

2. Demand of Indian good

3. IT sector export potential

4. Central Asia being conjunction of point of

Asia and Europe also.

G.S.-03

 NLS forum puts some byte into consumer

redress

 National law school and consumer affairs

ministry comes with innovative solution of

dispute related to E-commerce

 On this platform by paying nominal fee of

Rs.100 register complaint and contact

between trader and consumer will managed

by this forum

 After one week chat if solution not arrive then

NLS will appoint mediator and solve problem

and singed both party when agree on solution

 What is need of this kind of initiative

1. Decreasing burden on court because its pre

litigation medium

2. Increasing trend of online shopping

3. Also increasing case of item with fault

4. Central government want cashless economy

so this is one component of it

5. Consumer welfare activity

 Haryana looking into producing bio-fuel

from paddy stubble

 Stubble burning is traditional practices for

management of farm residue by burning of

waste created paddy stubble

 This burning cause air pollution as well as

land pollution by affecting nitrogen balance,

insect burning and rise acidity of land

 To solve this problem below option can be

adopted

1. Bio-fuel

2. Animal feed

3. Farm manure as fertilizer

4. Plywood raw material

 Recently Haryana government planning to

use this straw for producing bio-fuel and give

rational reward to farmer to attract farmer in

collection and selling of straw.

 Other step taken by the government

1. CNG buses and other vehicle

2. Ban on old diesel vehicle

3. Odd even policy

4. Ban on stubble burning

5. Bypass and express way

6. Promoting metro as medium of transport

7. Air purifier installed on public places

8. Distribution of air purifier mask

9. Ban on construction activity

 But here government should also bear in mind

that not only Delhi but India as whole facing

grave problem of pollution and effect of

climate change.

 Time for a policy shift

 Britain economist Schumacher given

principle of small is beautiful even our nation
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father Gandhi proposed self-relied village and

cottage industry.

 Survey shown that cottage and small industry

play major role in production, productivity,

return, employment, and empowerment of

whole economy with sustainable and

inclusive means

 Because as Gandhi said we don’t want mass

production but what we want is production by

mass.

 In today context we can analyze situation that

small can manage resources well but in

contrast small unit have reach to restricted

resources.

 Today trend is major unorganized sector in

this activity and urban unit developing

speedily then its rural counterpart because of

India and Bharat divide.

 Time for a policy shift

 As human want to own all the conflict

between human and animal are rising and

frequency of fight also becoming more

intensive.

 Cases increasing in which wild animal

coming more and more near to human

residence.

 Protection of life of human articulated in

constitution as fundamental right. Animal also

have life with dignity {supreme court order in

NAGARAJ case and wildlife protection act

1972}

 Leopard already endanger species and

encounter of leopard lead them to extinction.

 Leopard protected under 1st schedule of the

wildlife protection act

 Users must pay for rail services: Jaitley

 Railway ministry has approached to service

base fees principle

 Under this principle consumer have to pay

money for amenity provided by the railway.

 Scheme like Aadarsh station started for clean

drive, Wi-Fi, entertainment and timely quality

service are main focus of scheme.

 Credit costs hinder cashless economy

 For cashless economy demand for point of

sale machine increasing so more and more

trader asking for it.

 Merchant discount rate[MDR] are charge

levied on merchant for PoS machine

 MDR waived for transaction to be done till

31st march to attract and motivate cashless

economy.

 Point of sale machine making growth after

demonetization and cashless economy drive

 Point of sale machine is debit and credit card

enable transaction tool with computerized

system in which customer only have to  enter

pin

 Any merchant can get it by requesting

authorize bank because its works on core

banking solution.

 The fight to save the smallest rhino in

Sumatran jungles :

 Found in Indonesia kambas national park only

100 mature  found now and decreasing rapidly

 Smallest and only one in Asia to have two

horned

 It is critically endangered species

 Poaching is being biggest threat
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DATE 22.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Benefit of Panchagavya

 According to research by CSIR following

finding have been found

1. Panchagavya is a classic collective name of

five products obtained from cow via milk,

curd, ghee, urine and dung

2. Cow urine is ingredient of several Ayurveda

formulations and also used as adjuvant with

medicinal formulations and for

pharmaceutical processing called Shodhana

(Purification) and Bhavana (Triturition) of

medicinal materials

3. Medicines made from Cow’s products falling

within the purview of Section 3(a) and Section

(h) of drugs and Cosmetic Act, 1940 are

regulated as in the case of Ayurveda, Siddha

and Unani medicines.

G.S.-03

 Salary by Cheque

 Cabinet approve ordinance to pay salary in

Cheque or electronic medium which means

amendment  payment of wages act.1936

 Employers also have option to pay salary in

cash also

 Ordinance passed when both house or either

house are not in session so this is the easiest

way to pass law without parliament accent.

 But it is non parliamentary tool and

parliament have to pass this ordinance as law

in six weeks after parliament meet.

 Benefit of this ordinance

1. Cashless economy

2. Transparent economy as how much salary

paid by employer

3. Labor welfare as minimum salary to be paid

4. Again bank deposit lead to more banking

transaction in economy

 But it depends on banking efficiency and

work culture with stable policy.

 Gender wage gap

 Study conducted by the ILO women

participation in lower paid job is 60 % while

only 15 percent women make space in higher

paid job.

 Men and women engaged in same economic

activity get 30 % less wage than male

counterpart.

 Women in south Asia specially discriminated

because

1. Lack of education opportunity

2. Lack of skill

3. No permission to join high risk job from

family and society society not accepting

women head is reality

4. Lack of proper implementation of minimum

wage act

5. Lack of collective bargaining

 In wage not only gender gap but overall

inequality also persist like top 10 % of worker

getting 43 % of the salary

 International labor agency is united nation

agency founded in 1927/28
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 Rise in forest fire

 In recent incident of forest fire in Uttarakhand

cause harm prosperous forest

 Most of fire incident are in central India and

palm forest of Himalayas

 Reason behind this forest are as below

1. Palm and pine forest which is deciduous in

nature  > leaves are dry > high temperature >

fire

2. Lack of forest official means vacancy

3. High biological load

4. Infrastructure development

5. Thick forest

6. Lack of proper forest policy and its up

gradation with time

7. So government should clear pine forest in

which MNREGA work force can be used

 Blockade in Manipur

 In Manipur state government has declared

bifurcation of district in which political or

demographic share of Naga community are at

stake so they want roll back of the plan

 This blockade bring life of people on halt as

people suffering from double problem

because of demonetization national highway

now blocked

 This is not new problem same crisis was occur

in 2011 also when Senapati of kurki protesting

 Solution should be bought with alternative

transportation facility should be adopted like

air and water connectivity through kaladan

project [part of Sagarmala]

 Our missing children

 Nearly 60000 people missing every year

never found used in human trafficking

 Government have started initiative like

tracking children website and khoya paya

portal also have been started.

 Purpose for missing children are difference

among the state so to have one plan is

irrational matter

 Where is fault lies

1. Lack of coordination among police and social

protection agency

2. Lack of information flow

3. Big politician involved in this crime

4. Bachpan bachao like initiative not rewarded

5. Lack of funding to technical up  gradation

6. Lack of sensitivity in police

 So we need passing of human trafficking

[rehabilitation] act to be passed as soon as

possible

 Hong Kong revoke visa free entry to Indian

 Hong Kong after some irregularities come

into existence revoke Indian status to visa free

movement

 This move will affect Indian remittances as

people and businessman working there

blocked free movement

DATE 23.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Doing the right thing

 Form lothal to muziris to kandla port has

provided not only commercial contact to other

but give us connectivity in culture

 Now In Kochi biennale is being celebrated as

cultural event

 Muziris: lost Roman Port town, excavated

near Pattanam, Kerala.

 Murizirs finds mention in ancient Roman and

Tamil texts. Setup during Iron Age, Roman

trade during 1 to 4th BC Traded with

Alexandria (N.Africa)

Later Portuguese built St. Thomas fort here.
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 Tipu Sultan destroyed it (1790) Items found:

Chera coins, pottery, Frankincense (Aromatic

gum), gold filament and semiprecious

stones.

G.S.-02

 Not possible to empty toilet tanks mid-air,

say airlines

 NGT issued circular to airlines about not to

release plane waste in midair if any airlines

breach this rule will fined

 It is necessary for both health and

environment

 Jet airways termed this as blue ice means

frozen waste disposed into air

 Blue ice is term use for waste disposal is rare

occurrence of toilet leakage.

 When HC made it clear who really heads

Delhi

 Power and function of the LG of Delhi are

different from other union territory because of

the special provision according to 239AA and

other provision.

 Chief minister of Delhi not appointed by

governor but president

 Power of chief minister are as follow

1. Matter related to peace and tranquility

2. Matters related to SC,ST and minority

3. Matter and relation with other state and high

court and supreme court

4. Mercy petition matters of summoning,

prorogation, and dissolution

5. Election in local body

6. Administrative component

7. Have only executive power in police land and

law because legislative power with central

government

8. In the matter of civil recruitment

9. Assent to bill passed by Delhi assembly

10. Appropriation of fund

 Why in news because Delhi LG has resigned

due to political and administrative deadlock

between chief minister and LG

 The art of the non-deal

 After winning election trump has drawn new

line in one china policy by calling Taiwan

head

 This telephonic conversation led to shift in 5

decade old policy of united states toward

china

 One china means include part of the Taiwan

and Tibet that was by force or agreement

adopted by china

 Dalai lama fled to dharmshala from Tibet

also related to this policy and also become

one of the reason for conflict between china

and India

 One china policy aim is to maintain integrity

in china though Taiwan have freedom in

economic and political sphere

 Sushma and social media come to the help

of couple in Norway

 New chapter take place about social media

driven grievance resolution in index foreign

affairs
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 In this incident couples children custody taken

by government and problem solved by

Sushma Swaraj by personal intervention  with

help of the social media

G.S.-03

 Centre recasts panel helping Krishna

Board

 Krishna water program is mixed form of the

flood plain management inter river linking

 Krishna water program based on tribunal

award and central water commission

regulation

 Why problem created because partition of

Telangana and Andhra Pradesh led to crisis

 Moon race: Team Indus to carry Japanese

rival’s rover

 Tamilnadu and Japanese firm have signed

treaty for moon exploration and win Google

lunar X price

 This project start by google as private project

in 2006 to funding moon exploration which

launched by 31st December 2017

 Japanese firm named hokuto means white

rabbit  who participating with Tamilnadu for

project

 A little gain after more pain

 After demonetization cash crunch occur so

citizen have to bear that burden also

 But now picture clearing government have

started Pradhan mantra Garib Kalyan Yojana

which use black money fund to use in welfare

of the discriminated people

 But what major problem occur is banking

culture and organization failed in integrity

mode

 Because bank official hording new note and

creating supply bottleneck of the new note and

benefiting mining baron, government official,

politician etc.

 This create trust deficit among people about

government capability and commitment so

administration move by committed action

through administrative efficiency

 Impact of an unusual selection

 New head has been appointed after

superseding some officer in army who will

have longest tenure to serve nation

 What will be outcome of this superseded act

1. Officer trust in head as will think suspect

about corrupt practices in it

2. Officer will have lack of integrity because of

lack of the reward on service

3. Conflict in inner work culture of the army

 In this problem two principle of officer

promotion and career planning  is taking place

i.e. Merit based and seniority based

 In organization such as army rigid

organization structure existed

 Army organization administration also comes

with inner integrity because this will fixed by

competitive and transparent appointment

administration

 Note ban will spike inflation: Economists

 After demonetization major forecasting for

the growth rate and economic situation comes

with negative mark but this first time

economist comes with forecasting of inflation

spike not reducing it.

 Because only some money stored in cash rest

will be with real estate and gold

 As per the estimate by the enforcement

directorate [ED] only 8 percent of the black

money stored in cash form.

 So this initiative cannot unveil old black

money but stop to create new one
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 Snowden still has contacts with Russian

intelligence: U.S. House report

 Adward snowden national security contractor

of the Russia

 Associated with wikiliks of American data

theft and publishing

 Newly discovered fish named after Obama

 After trapdoor, spider, hairworm, lizard, now

obama name given to one fish

 Pink and yellow coral fish named as obama

 Found around hawain island

DATE 24.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Equal music and, a beautiful society

 Recently convention was held in Delhi of two

Magsaysay winner Bezwada and Krishna

 Main stadium was Safai Karmchari and focus

was given to caste problem in this convention.

 Caste based manual scavenging  activity was

based on the caste to this Gandhi has first

raised voice and government come with act in

1993 to prohibit recruitment in manual

scavenging but till date this practices continue

to exist.

 Such kind of oppression and exclusion make

Indian democracy shameful and also

Devadasi system in south India

 Self-purification and self-respect is first step

toward reform process.

 Carnatic music style mainly developed in

south India.  This is also called indigenous

style of India. Because it’s not affect by

outside influence as Hindustan style does

because of Islamic influence.

 Abolition of all kind of untouchability under

article 17 mention in constitution

 10th Sikh Guru Gobind Singh

 Its 350th birth anniversary to be held in

Singapore

 He was also known as Sikh genius as

developed different ragis and kirtan

G.S.-02

 Passport rules to be changed

 Ministry of external affairs manage the funda

of the passport

 Ministry come with better management to

help orphan, single lady and other women

 Now what is problem face by the passport

seeker

1. Private agent

2. High fees and complex procedure

3. Language barrier

4. Passport center not accessible

5. Document requirement take much time to

collect and verify

6. Rigid rule

 What new rule say

1. Divorced and separated women no need

divorce certificate

2. Orphan no need to show father or mother

name in certificate

3. Student can apply with school leaving

certificate
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4. No marriage certificate required

 What will be move from this rule

1. Easier, understandable and accessible

procedure

2. Help to women specially

3. Make better passport administration and

education in foreign countries

 In globally changing economies Indian

government understand that and open digital

grievance handling for passport problem with

the help of the twitter that also step toward

digital and inclusive government.

 Ordinance in enemy property act

 Government of India wants to make

amendment in enemy property act 1968. For

that bill has been passed by Lok sabha and

send to selected committee of Rajya sabha

 This is fifth time ordinance since process

starting earlier this year.  That’s why

ordinance making power of the government

always interpreted against principle of

democracy

 Enemy property means property of the

person, firm or subject who left country after

war or partition with china and Pakistan

 This ordinance aims to make change in

property right so this property can be used for

good intention

 Proposal to India for joining CPEC

 China Pakistan economic corridor one of the

branch idea of the one belt one road initiative

of china join Gwadar port of Pakistan to

Xinxiang province of china via kashgar

 This CPEC highway now ready passed

through Baluchistan and Pakistan occupied

Kashmir

 If India joint following benefit can be taken

1. India’s better relation with Pakistan

2. Trade relation of India with neighbor

3. Reach to central India

4. Sister port of Gwadar and Chabahar

5. Copycat of trans pacific partnership [TPP]

G.S.-03

 NITI aayog with heath index

 Indian health sector facing problem that

means > poor planning > poor health > poor

potential of person > income level make it

poor. So, this cycle of poverty start.

 Health sector should be given importance so

NITI aayog come with index to rank state

about health sector scenario.

 This innovation will take into consideration

present performance of state in various health

parameters rather than take into consideration

past once.

 What is the problem of health sector in India

1. People have law awareness

2. Govt. Only works in curative measure than

preventive one

3. More out of pocket expenditure because less

GDP expenditure  i.e. 1.5 % to 2.5 % only
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4. State subject so this idea have competitive

advantages

 This idea have competitive advantages and

comparative analysis also because state can

learn from each other experience.

 Goods and service tax

 On the bases of one nation one tax theory

government of India passed 122nd

constitutional amendment to give legal status

to GST

 This GST regime include state GST and

central GST in which different commodity

and services to be taxed by center and state

with their subjective power

 Model law include 5 chapter and more than

160  provision about tax management

 Draft bill to be passed by the parliament in

next session to give effect GST by April 2017.

 Below are the critics of this tax regime

1. Decade old idea still not having implemented

2. Technical formulation needed

3. Skilled worker

4. Sate cooperation and consensus with political

party

5. Legal issue

 New C-17 globe master in IAF

 Defense acquisition council has passed

demand about purchase of the C-17 globe

master to be imported from US

 Defense acquisition council headed by the

defense minister

 C-17 help in emergency responses in disaster

time for lifting people

 3D radar developed by the DRDO to be used

in this lifter

 EBOLA

 Ebola first tracked in former Zaire in 1976

that also outbreak in 2011 in Africa taking

about 11000 lives

 VSV-EBOV new vaccine developed in Africa

to stop Ebola and it is 100 % efficient and

working now as preventive measure.

 Lesson of efficient water management from

Harappa

 Harappa is one of the earliest civilization of

the world developed in the bank of the Indus

river and spread to continent

 Harappa city has efficient sewage and water

distribution plant that only found in crypt

island outside India

 If there will be efficient water and sewage

management plant then there should be less

conflict and more happiness in citizen

DATE 25.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Rajaji and contemporary politics

 Rajaji being model for freedom fighter and

one of the nation builder

 He was first governor general of the

independent India

 Rajaji was against the policy of the

conservatism and non-secular politics that led

to situation of 1965 war.

 Rajaji was famous for his progressive

conservatism and non-orthodox secular policy

 Raj Goplalachari formula also adopted during

time of freedom struggle related to Indian and

Britain relation.
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G.S.-02

 Its right time for talk with Jammu and

Kashmir

 As widespread hartal and protest smoke has

just downfall because of the encounter done

by army man who held for having connection

with terrorist group

 Center for dialogue and reconciliation has

said that this is now right time for sustainable

peace and development process of Kashmir

 Commission warned that party politics should

be left out to solve people grievance

 What should be strategy for long term peace

process

1. Better connectivity that insure main stream of

Jammu and Kashmir

2. People participation in decision making and

governance process

3. Humanity role of the army

4. Religion not to be medium of exclusion or

discrimination

5. End special status that in really special for

party politics only

6. Empower local people to take pen in hand not

gun

7. Education and basic necessities should be

provided on prior basis

 National council of protection of child right

recommendation

 NCPCR has given recommendation to give

mandatory  condition for contesting candidate

to send their children school

 While filling candidature form they have to

declare certificate of attendance of the

children

 What are the benefit of this recommendation

1. Attendance of children increase

2. If sarpanch children in school then school

education quality increase and other parent

also attract toward it

3. Enrollment and attendance increase means

master have to attend class also

4. Girls education attracted and improvise

 But there are also following limitation also

1. Only attendance sheet not enough

2. Not any standard for minimum what if

children studied and drop out

G.S.-03

 Nilgiri biosphere reserve

 Nilgiri biosphere reserve situated in Western

Ghats is home for many critically endangered

and endemic species such as lion tailed

macaque, wild buffalo or gaur, and many

other species.

 Now due to drought like situation animal like

elephant has started migration toward green

pasture in waynad wildlife sanctuary

 Normally this kind of the migration takes

place in February but this trend due to lack of

water and fodder.

 For better conservation check dam

management has been done and for

controlling poaching wild life department

using GPS technique.

 Food fortification to tackle hidden hunger

 Food safety and standard authority of India

body under union health ministry

 FSSAI will take toward controlling

malnutrition issue because > malnutrition >

no working capacity + health issue > low

economic potential > in the time of the

competitive age exploitation of this person

done  > low income > low cost on health >

dieses > death >widow and orphan >no

education to child > child led to extremism  >
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then APNA DESI DAARU > violence over

women

 FSSAI will start fortification of the food that

means to increase nutritional value of the food

[add folic acid [B9] and iron element vitamin

A, D thiamin [B1] etc.]

 Milk can be fortified with vitamin A and D

then menda, Atta, Vanaspati ghee and rice can

be done

 What is the problem of this process

1. Thalassemia and low iron patient cannot take

2. More zinc and iron harmful to children

3. Excessive dose can cause toxic dieses

4. Lever. Kidney and other nervous system fault

5. How to implement is major issue

6. Hidden hunger in India

 Sugar problem in India

 Recently one journal suggested about to cut

sugar consumption in India because major

problem is obesity and type 2 diabetes

G.S.-04

 Commitment of government

 Once government or administration commit

something than its become matter of the

faithfulness of the government

 Recently development led model of the

government promised people to give 100%

formal economy by demonetization  but

following problem occurring

1. Not planned move as it affecting  negatively

2. Cash crunch is artificial as banking integrity

level decreasing

3. Seizure of black money

4. Benefit not taken by poor as they are

becoming victim of unemployment

 So what government can do to avoid breaking

of the promise

1. Decision to be taken long discussion

2. Decision review by the government

3. Peoples participation ,cooperation, and

pressure also needed

4. Integrity level of subordinate

5. Promise should be planned and based of

mature thinking

 So form above we can say that unplanned

planning is rather tragedy

 IMPORTANT FODDER FROM 2016

Some important news recap of 2016:

 Delhi’s chief minister and LG controversy led

to question about statehood of Delhi under

article 239 AA and LG has also  discretionary

power in the day to day administration of

Delhi also

 High court given award in which said that

copy right is not divine right so RTE has

higher status than this right

 Children of raped women will be given

compensation under IPC 357

 Passport authority waive the mandatory

inclusion of father name for applying father

name or husband name in the case of the

widow or separated

 Lots definition of the nationalism invented in

this year in JUN controversy and again JNU

become the place of revolution

DATE 26.12.2016

G.S.-01

 6,117 Kuchipudi dancers put A.P. in

Guinness book

 Kuchipudi (/kuːtʃiˈpuːdi/) is an Indian

classical dance originating in Krishna district

of Andhra Pradesh, India, but popular all over
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South India. According to legend, Tirtha

Narayanayati, a sanyasin of Advaitic

persuasion and his disciple, an orphan named

Siddhendra Yogi founded the Kuchipudi

dance-drama tradition

 Initially done by male artist in group called

bhagvtharu

 It have many common element of the

bharatnatyam. Initially theme was based on

bhagavatpuran but later led to secular theme

of the shringar

 Music of Carnatic style being used. In which

manduk shabdam means story of frog used.

 Recently Andhra Pradesh government has

organized biggest dancing ceremony which

got place in world Guinness

 This kind of ceremony and dancing school

being opened in school and to attract parent to

admit their children benefit is given to parent

in monetary term

 Jayamu jayamu is richest style of the

Kuchipudi.

G.S.-02

 Make justice system sympathetic to sexual

abuse victims, says SC

 According to data of national crime record

bureau at least 30 % percent of the cases of

sexual violence not reaching to police

 Why this scenario occurred we can analyze it

by following reason

1. Attitude of police not sympathetic

2. In major incident violator will be family

member

3. Social attitude is negative toward victim

4. Delay in justice and future safety

5. Emotional bond some time and helplessness

of victim mark him tolerable to such heinous

crime

 2016 saw judiciary-govt. Hostility

 This year experienced hostile balance

between judiciary and executive in the form

of blockade in vacancy filling. This problem

found its genesis in NJAC denial by judiciary

so vacancy led to more than 4600.

 After recruitment issue then president rule

trend observed in India that was comment by

judiciary as escalated more problem in

cooperation

 National anthem in cinema to liquor shop in

national highway and joke on Sikh show

hyper form of the judicial activism.

 Cauvery issue, triple talaq, section 377 and

BCCI also making news about judicial

performance.

 What is the effect of this on performance of

the democracy?

1. Case pendency

2. Judicial overburden

3. Delay in justice means denial of justice

4. Bottom strata people affected mostly like in

nano plant

5. Autocratic decision of executive

6. Judiciary problem created every kind of the

problem in country

 Indictment by abstention
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 United nation passed resolution about Gaza

strip problem Syria and Israel in which

America absent to vote.

 This resolution also led to noncompliance by

Israel on irrational manner this show intention

and non-cooperation of countries in arbitrary

solution

 Noncompliance also come with human right

violence which already taking place and lesser

the dignity of the UN

 UN being the middle agency to dispute

resolution should be respected by every

country for its long and sustainable existence.

 Speak up for the Rohingya’s

 Rohingya’s is Islamic community living in

Rakhine state of the Myanmar in which they

are attacked and killed on the name of the

communalism

 What/ why should India help

1. India has economic interest to Myanmar

2. As leader in south Asia

3. Look east and act east version

4. Having border with Myanmar

5. Being secular country

6. National security of India because >violence

continue > one day Rohingya’s become

revolutionist or terrorist >threat to Indian

security also.

 ‘Soft border approach can bring India into

CPEC’

 Chinese professor suggest soft border

approach to India for solving India border

sate problem and unveiling economic

opportunity for India

 Soft border means free and easier

transportation across border. China Pakistan

corridor is part of this strategy passing from

xianjing to Gwadar port  via kashgar and

Pakistan occupied Kashmir

 Soft border initiative also taken by

government in form of rail and bus

transportation through border

 Gwadar and Chabahar can be developed as

sister port because its deep and warm port that

world need

 By joining India can also get access to

Afghanistan i.e. Heart of Asia

G.S.-03

 No move for long-term CGT on bourses:

FM

 Recently prime minister at function of SEBI

said that financial market tax structure should

be rational

 Because of demonetization at one level people

have stored money one the other cash crunch

led to no new investment

 To convert saving into financial market tool

government have to attract people toward

that.

 Capital gain tax means simply inflation cost

surplus asset

 When person purchase any property and sold

it after 36 month then incremental value of the

asset taxed that called capital gain tax

 Capital gain tax have following effect

1. Incremental value taxed so inflation count

2. Earning from real estate and non-productive

means such as gold, house etc.

3. More revenue to government

 A goods and services tangle

 Goods and service tax showing increasingly

new trend by the state demand for revenue

neutral rate which trigger tension over

cooperative federalism.

 State also demanding cess to be levied by

center for compensation not enough and
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demanding bi-monthly compensation of the

revenue to state.

 Two U.S. howitzers arriving for tests

 India signed letter of acceptance under foreign

military sale [FMS] to purchase m-777 gun

from America

 Currently army using BOFORS gun which

deal incomplete due to scandal in purchase

 M- 777 ULH is 155mm gun ideally fitted with

mountain security in all weather and it can be

transported by helicopter from one place to

another

 Demonetisation, protectionism cause

worry to Indian exporters

 Export affected more than import because of

the following reason

1. Cash intensive sector like gold and diamond

affected

2. Local firm not accepting new order because of

the cash crunch

3. Rupee crunch not giving much effect as cash

is not enough in economy

4. In addition domestic first policy if Europe and

America with developing country currency

de-valuation also threaten Indian export

sector

 IIT Gandhinagar scientists develop

irrigation maps of India

 IIT Gandhinagar has developed integrated

irrigation plan for the spatial and temporal

variation of humidity and hydrographic plan

of the nation

 FAO has already prepared this plan but in that

whole country not covered

 This plan has following benefit

1. Better irrigation management

2. Crop management

3. Crop selection

4. Zonal identification led to better research

focus

DATE 27.12.2016

G.S.-02

 Polavaram project

 Official name: Indira Sagar Multipurpose

project

 What are the objectives of this project?

1. To interlink Godavari (Polavaram) &

Krishna (Vijayawada) just before they merge

into sea. (Observe map)

2. To Store water at Polavaram dam in West

Godavari district.

3. To Irrigate ~3 lakh hectare agricultural

land.

4. To generate 950+ MW hydroelectricity

5. To Supply Water to Visakhapatnam

 Time to repeal the FCRA

 Recently union government rejected to renew

more than 20 NGO license under FCRA act.
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 In 2015 also more than 10000 license has been

canceled

 Human right commission also suggested that

its violation of human right under 19 so that

means NHRC can take suo motto action also

but no judicial power to give award

 First of this kind act enacted in India by Indira

Gandhi government in 1976 to avoid political

dissent and maintain strategic interest in

nation building post-colonial time.

 NDA government come up with amendment

in FCRA by indirectly making political party

eligible for funding

 This amendment give three effect in FCRA

1. Renewable term of license after 5 year this

was not present in old law.

2. NGO should not use more than 50 % percent

of the fund in administrative expenses

3. Include political party become eligible for

foreign subsidiary in Indian to accept fund.

 Now what should be done to manage NGO

1. Scrap inspector raj

2. Form new self-regulatory committee

3. NGO to come under ambit of RTI

4. Publication of financial document in public at

the end of year

 Foreign policy, Act III

 Prime minister Narendra Modi strategy in

foreign policy come with shock and

excitement

 First act of Mr. Modi policy is to present

himself on world platform with energy,

optimism, skill etc. That raise optimism of

Indian about role of India in world affairs

 Second phase marked by dealing with serious

issue of the world like environment, hunger,

black money, terrorism etc.

 Now its matter of excitement what will be

Modi climax strategy to make this world

inclusive

G.S.-03

 India needs lower taxes, higher

compliance: Jaitley

 Taxation policy decides level playing field

and healthy economy status in global

competitive world.

 What India have done is tax become source of

exploitation >higher tax rate with complex

system >tax evasion or avoidance >low

revenue for government  > government not

capable to do  welfare activity >infrastructure

bottle neck

 Lack of infrastructure means low investment

again >low production >low employment

>poverty but no money to spend

 So in India tax base is also one reason for

higher rate.

 Fiscal deficit also contribute in this because

more lending only interest can be paid

 Crony capitalism also led to twin balance

sheet deficit

 So what India needed is

1. Vast tax base

2. Rational rate and slab

3. Use of ICT in tax administration

4. Out sourcing tax administration

5. Decentralize tax system

6. Professional skill and training

7. Balance proportion of progressive and

regressive tax

 Agni-V test-fired again from mobile-

launcher

 Agni  V is intercontinental ballistic missile

capable of nuclear attack recently again

launched from Abdul Kalam island on Orissa
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 Agni V developed by defense research and

development organization [DRDO] with

range of 5000 KM.

 Agni powered by solid fuel with more than

4000 C temperature

 It can be launched with the help of the

canister means truck that make launch quick

and accessible at any place

 This Agni missile family  under integrated

guided missile development program

[IGMDP]

 Assessed, approved but scant attention to

compliance

 In September 2006 environment impact

assessment [EIA] draft passed  and first time

environmental democracy take place

 Public hearing phase is excellent example

which give local people freedom to show their

concern about environment and awake people

also

 Environment impact assessment has minimize

the loss of biodiversity and harmful effect of

the environment program

 What should be done to make EIA more

efficient

1. More public participation

2. Public opinion should be given enough focus

3. Voting system should be used for democratic

decision making

4. EIA should also be done for with exist unit

5. EIA make timely process

 The mother of all disruptions

 Demonetization and cashless hording in

metropolitan city give citizen charm of

innovative governance but real picture come

with farmer being affected most.

 Farmer can’t get sold his crop > if sold then

money not given > no new planning to next

crop > crony capitalism enable money lender

to adjust enough cash > farmer take at sky rate

interest loan > but product not fetching good

value > suicide

 Rural area have no banking penetration so

who will bear transportation cost of the

withdrawal money > time and cost of money

become so expensive and farmer produce

have no value
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DATE 28.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Tribal development remains poor, says

Ministry report

 Survey of the tribal development ministry

state below statistics

1. Tribal women have highest ratio of anemic

women

2. Highest child and women mortality

3. Education status on increasing but gross

enrollment and drop out are on negative path

4. Absolute poverty decreasing but relatively

poor

5. Rehabilitation becoming major issue in after

effect of the development

 Excluded from financial inclusion

 After demonetization financial inclusion plan

become vital but there are also some excluded

group who have only option of suffering

because bank deny bank and digital payment

facilities even independent account not

opened for disable

 Commercial bank really working on

commercial motive so disable person deny

this services as that can become burden for

bank rather than any profit

 After Jan dhan Yojana there was wish about

change but this criteria not changed and denial

process become regularity for divyang

 Then what should be done

1. Special bank for disable

2. Special facilities for disable like wheel chair

and dedicated officer

3. Guidance

4. Unable to go bank then bank should go there

G.S.-02

 Health Ministry, AIIMS to set up National

Death Registry

 Union health ministry with collaboration of

the AIIMS want to start national death registry

 This registry aim to provide data about death

and cause of death in all hospital of India

 Currently health is state subject and so this

disruption in health sector is because of non-

cooperation between state

 Center government take this action for

following reason

1. This registry become legal proof for person

death

2. This registry works as big data source so

policy maker can make policy by this data

about which dieses and what burden of that

dieses

3. This also allows government to identify

unknown person in the time of calamities

 Afghanistan, India, and Trump

 After national security issue in Afghanistan in

2001 America performing big brother role and

providing security by American troop

 Now Afghanistan are on the track so

international security assistance force [ISAF]

withdrawing from Afghanistan with normal

troop now presence in Afghanistan to provide

critical coverage in situation

 If peace restored and normal condition

prevailed than Afghanistan have capacity to

build its image by having world youngest

population over 60% population is in young

age.
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 Nepal rejects India’s ‘open sky’ offer

 India give offer to Nepal about open sky

policy means India and Nepal have no

limitation over air operation between both

countries

 But Nepal refused it and said it now in

agreement with china so it’s not good time for

it.

 Nepal attitude changed after  blockade by

India which led to standstill of life in Nepal

 What is interest of India in Nepal

1. As strategic state of buffer

2. Demand from Nepal

3. Social and cultural bond

4. India- Nepal friendship treaty 1950

[www.wikipedia.com/india-nepal-friendship-

treaty.]

G.S.-03

 Antlers could end up in medicines

 Antlers of spotted dear or Sāmbhar can be

used for Ayurveda medicines purpose says

recent studies of the Kerala state wild life

board and national wild life board.

 This  antlers are the extension of the dears

skull and can be used in in medicine but this

will be harmful for the dear as this can led to

hunting and illegal poaching

 This antlers found in Sāmbhar, spotted dear,

and barking dear species

 Wild life protection act 1972 include this dear

in definition  of wild and forest is concurrent

subject so any decision on that should be

approved by central government

 Wildlife and wildlife trophy owned by

government and cannot be used without

permission of the chief wild life warden

 Villagers agree to sell land for Kovvada

project

 Kovvada in Andhra Pradesh biggest site for

atomic power generation which attract more

than 1 lakh investment

 Villagers consent is mandatory to get

environmental ministry nod under

environment impact assessment and social

impact assessment under land acquisition act.

 Please try to refer geographical feature of

nearby area of Kovvada.

 Chronicle of a conflict foretold

 Manipur become true example of the

geographical revenge as geography become

reason for social crisis

 In this problem reason is not political but

homeland and monopoly over them but none

have rational proof regarding this problem so

everyone blaming and adopting conventional

way to blockade

 What actually problem is different

1. Geographical situation  >

2. Lack of transport or connectivity >

3. Lack of mainstreaming >

4. Non want to work there and government

services come with great effort >

5. Lack of government scheme led to exclusion

philosophy >

6. Poverty >

7. Extremism activity >

8. Finally blockade [ if government cannot serve

them then they believe that government have

no governance right over them ]

 Neither cultural nor revolutionary

 Recent demonetization and cashless economy

process termed by government as cultural

revolution but it’s not cultural and nor

revolutionary
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 Cultural exist from people not need of

incentive as government giving now its

economical attraction

 Revolution starts by the people against

existing system but this one form executive

order mere.

 Culture revolution better lead to if

government take step towards uniform civil

code or repeal of khap panchayat

 Panel moots ‘handling’ levy on cash

payments

 Wattle panel has constituted on digital

payment and to handle it smoothly

 Committee recommend following matter

1. Levy charge on cash payment

2. Free some legal provision like pan card limit

of Rs.200000 from Rs.50000

3. Relief in KYC norms

 Birds with larger brains survive climate

change

 Adaptation is major strategy for climate fight

by natural creature in which they made

changes in bodies chemical, physical and

biological changes.

 Bird is for runner in this race because they

have developed increasing brain size to search

food in critical area and situation.

DATE 29.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Survey on inter caste marriage

 In India marriage is not only relation between

couple but also unity bond or cultural bond

between two communities.

 Why in India trend not changing or why

people want status quo

1. No incentive in change

2. Change has negative consequences

3. Status is good for people
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 Following are the reason for the people

attitude

1. Societal support not adequate

2. Law and order not working properly

3. Peer attitude

4. No model couple who are happy with this

5. Social exclusion

G.S.-02

 Financial redressal agency :

 This institutional frame work proposed under

financial sector legislative reform

commission [FSLRC]

 After cash less drive government want saving

to be converted into investment if there will

be any complaint in retail financial sector

G.S.-03

 Ordinance to end RBI’s liability

 Cabinet formed ordinance to decide over

liability of the RBI this will have penalty

provision for person holding demonetized

notes after 31 march

 When any currency note printed then RBI has

responsibility to pay or oblige when present to

RBI so cabinet come with ordinance.

 By this ordinance now RBI have no

responsibility from march 31 so bank cannot

accept old note and after that time if anyone

caught with this note then they have to

penalized by monetary and imprisonment or

both
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 Ordinance making power

 Under article 123 president promulgate

ordinance after approval from cabinet

 Ordinance can be passed when either of the

house is not in session

 When house reassemble ordinance have to

pass into house

 Ordinance has same power as parliament can

do means judicial review is also there.

 Note ban and rural India :

 Government decision to ban note come with

cash crunch and idea of the  cashless economy

but rural area have following benefit

1. Low banking penetration

2. Low financial literacy

3. No financial inclusion

4. Fear of banking transaction online

5. Agricultural market affected badly

6. Social function affected and value of person

in village also affected

7. Daily wage employer hit

8. Reverse migration led to burden over village

9. Last but not least question villagers have no

money then how question come about note

ban???

 CCEA approve road project in extremist area

 Cabinet committee on economic affairs

approved road project in left wing extremist

area.

 This road will be built by Pradhan Mantri

gram sadak Yojana

 Criteria for road connectivity in mountain or

forest terrain are 250 populations according to

new rule.

 This road will give connectivity to naxal area

that will led to main stream of the tribal and

development of area

 Road become life line but major problem is

security on road as naxal have negative

attitude toward it.

 Local think that road are being built for the

resource exploitation

DATE 30.12.2016

G.S.-01

 Talking to children about untouchability :

 Untouchability one of the biggest evil of the

society in which physical exclusion made

with some particular community that indicate

how division between person to person

without any logic

 Government take step like article 17 prohibit

untouchability that available against both

state and individual

 To curb it government also enacted many laws

but really what we need is prevention to

spread this custom in next generation
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 Most of the people will say that they never

discriminate person on the base of caste then

why Una like incident occur in development

model state like Gujarat

 Why to curb untouchability because article 17

not working, untouchability offences act even

have no role, and moreover reservation have

to fruit to pick

 In research it is found that young not more

rationalist to quit this custom because they

practice untouchability as their father and

grandfather do. Same proportion.

 One data in survey show that women practice

more untouchability than men because

1. Less educated

2. Women have lower contact with Dalit.

3. Women engaged in food and house hold don’t

prefer contact

4. Most of women working in house not aware

of external contact

 How to educate children

1. Mother or family are first teacher in attitude

building

2. School have also positive effect as there will

be contact with Dalit teacher and student

3. Sympathy toward Dalit in tender age led to

less biasness to Dalit

 Triple talaq is cruel, demeaning, says HC

 Triple talaq is the Islamic tradition in which

male partner can give divorce to his wife by

just uttering talaq thrice

 Supreme court has given this tradition as

cruel toward the women  and violence of the

constitution right of the equality

 But Islamic traditionalist argued that it is

breach of its constitutional minority right

 But in the definition of this provision court

invented the concept of the basic structure of

the religion means which tradition of the

religion are must.

 Now what government can do

5. Follow UCC [art.44 of cons.]

6. Spread education in islam

7. Make police system more efficient

8. Rehabilitation of talaq effected women

G.S.-02

 Peace on track in Colombia :

 This year Nobel peace prize given to FARC

leader Santos that are revolutionary group of

the Columbia

 This group has left wing or extremist origin

for demanding agricultural reform and

compensation to civil war victim

 This group now converting into political one

because of peace process dialogue taken by

group and government

 Salary by Cheque

 Cabinet approve ordinance to pay salary in

Cheque or electronic medium which means

amendment  payment of wages act.1936

 Employers also have option to pay salary in

cash also

 Ordinance passed when both house or either

house are not in session so this is the easiest

way to pass law without parliament accent.

 But it is non parliamentary tool and

parliament have to pass this ordinance as law

in six weeks after parliament meet.
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 Benefit of this ordinance

5. Cashless economy

6. Transparent economy as how much salary

paid by employer

7. Labor welfare as minimum salary to be paid

8. Again bank deposit lead to more banking

transaction in economy

But its depend on banking efficiency and work culture

with stable policy

 President has clear this ordinance by giving

their assent

G.S.-03

 Notes to remember :

 US has ¾ population who preferred cash

payment having most developed economic

base in country so why India needed that one

now.

 Some fact about Indian scenario this cash to

GDP ratio means how much cash valued

against total production of the GDP.

 Faint but unmistakable echoes of IS :

 India is among the uncontrolled territory of IS

that they want most to control

 So now they using modern mean to recruit

person from Indian like social media and

website many such person in India arrested

before they execute plan to start activity

 Why more and more person joining IS from

India

1. Educated unemployment

2. Religious sentiment

3. Protest and revolution because youngest

countries in world

4. IS giving them big hope and wish to power

 Banks likely to remain risk averse

 Data showing that in first quarter of the year

NPA increasing in commercial bank

 This problem is due to twin balance sheet

deficit problem posed by crony capitalism

drive.

 Financial data management center

 Financial data management center bill passed

by the government to create statutory body for

data management and interpretation

 This will create pan India data for analysis

and resource of the data can be used for the

purpose of the debt management and better

cooperation among banks

DATE 31.12.2016

G.S.-02

 2016: The Supreme Court’s report card

 Year of 2016 is to be the year of the freedom

for Indian democracy again because from

JNU to Kashmir and from Rohit Vemula to

Una in Gujarat there continuous spell of

freedom fighting

 Other side judiciary starting from NJAC

whole year try to free itself from executive
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and legislative but they now more struck in

problem due to appointment blockade

 Starting point of problem is disapproving

NJAC   that was 99th constitutional

amendment act. Which opposed on the name

of sovereignty of function but no one want

this old collegiums model

 New districts to stay, says Manipur CM

 For the good administration new district has

been carved out  in Manipur but this led to

economic blockade by united naga council

 This blockade is result of demographic design

of the tribal community of Senapati, naga,

kurki etc.

 This blockade mixed with scarcity led to harsh

effect on people lives

 Temporary solution of this problem is mutual

understanding and holding stay on district

 Long way solution should be better

connection between Manipur and rest of India

that make access more easy

 For that project like Sagarmala and kaladan

started

G.S.-03

 Managing risk of bank

 Bi-annual report of the risk and ratio of loan

and efficiency of return are in the risk.

 Again twin balance sheet problem striking

over bank due to asset quality, liquidity, and

return of bank

 Following adding risk to this problem

1. Demonetization slowing economy

2. Bank loan becoming more vulnerable as PSL

norms becoming worse

3. Crisis in service sector led to global slowdown

risk

 Rlys. May bring back cess to raise safety

fund

 After two major accident Indian railway now

thinking about safety with speed because vast

commitment have been made by the

government like bullet train on particular

track and so on.

 Cess to be levied on every ticket according to

class and distant of journey

 This cess to be used in

1. Track improvement

2. Road cross management

3. Better safety technology

4. Coach modernization

5. Relief and rescue at the time of accident

6. Accident insurance

 Cess is different from tax because it levied

without money bill and have special purpose

for that to be used

 Cess amount deposit in public account so no

need for legislation to withdraw it.

 Singapore investors’ capital gains to

attract tax in India

 India signed double tax avoidance treaty

[DTAA] with Singapore. This DTAA means

avoiding tax payment twice on same gains in

both countries.

 This agreement is misused for money

laundering called round tripping in countries

like Mauritius and Singapore

 ‘Cash may still be king post-

demonetisation’

 After demonetization artificial bottleneck

have been created by government to

incentivize digital payment

 This hope have some hurdle like below

1. Access to bank

2. Financial literacy
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3. Cyber threat

4. Lack of financial inclusion

5. Lack of internet facility

6. Lack of digital payment platform

7. No clarity about responsibility in time of the

loss

 Note ban trips economic momentum

[yearly economic review]

 Note ban decision has slow down economic

wheel by demand decreasing

 No demand > no investment  > no job creation

cycle have started to revive from this is

difficult

 This kind of the harsh decision to be taken

only by preparedness of shock absorbing

mechanism

 By demonetization inflation eased > interest

rate down > more public investment in

infrastructure

 No cash > no purchase/demand > no private

investment

 Current account deficit also balancing as

import sudden decrease and export now

recovering

G.S.-04

 Corporate governance

 Why it is taking important because recently

case like Tata and kingfisher forced UPSC

aspirant to dig more

 Corporate governance prime goal is not only

profit but customer welfare also

 They should spend money for social welfare

because they got their identity from society –

CSR norms

 Now after globalization some MNC have

greater turnover than whole state budget so

take transparency is must.

 How to make corporate more transparent

1. Make company law more flexible

2. More digital platform use

3. Publicize every decision

4. Shareholder welfare

5. Strengthen CBI and SEBI for law

implementation
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